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Editorial
Welcome to the 11th issue of Off 

the Scale and thanks for clicking! 
This one is our BIGGEST issue 

yet, packed full of the very best writing, 
photography, advice, tips and tactics for 
practically every angler, experienced or 
not.

 It’s a busy time of the year and there 
is lots going on, lots of fish being caught 
and yet still lots to look forward to. In recent 
weeks we have seen the shark fishing 
of our coasts really pick up, notably with 
a rare Galway porbeagle coming to the 
boat of our friend John Fleming at Blue 
Shark Angling Galway - you said you’d 
do it, John! We have also seen the Irish 
smooth hound record smashed out of sight 
by Dean Quigley with a monster of almost 
25lb off the shore - read about it on page 
83. 

 Fishing for wrasse, pollock, bass, 
Sea trout, salmon, tench - it’s all in full 
swing and if you’ve never tried for species 
such as these then read all about them in 
Off the Scale and then have a go for them! 
Variety is the spice of life, especially in 
angling with so many fish to try for in so 
many different and varied locations.

 In political circles, the movement 
against the  unjustifiable and senseless 
culling of pike in the Western lakes by 
Inland Fisheries Ireland is still gathering 
pace, with another protest held on July 5th 
outside Dail Eireann.  I think it’s safe to say 
that anglers - and not just pike but game, 
too - are sick and tired of archaic fishery 
management policies in Ireland and the 
campaign to end pike gill netting, among 
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other issues, will keep going until common 
sense and science prevails. Keep up the 
good work Ian Forde, Dave Moody, Derek 
Talbot and everyone else who is involved 
and in support.

 On a happier note, we are always 
keen to support truly beneficial angling 
projects and the hard work of our very 
own Dusto (aka Adam O Connor) over in 
the UK is certainly that. Dusto is running 
a ground-breaking video competition with 
the Angling Trust and FishingInfo - called 
Angling Trust Video Battle or ATVB for short 
- where anyone of any age can shoot, edit 
and submit their own 3-minute long angling-
related video. The prizes up for grabs are 
simply incredible and you could become 
the next “big thing” off the back of it. At the 
very least, it will be a great experience. 
Video Battle entries need to be in by the 
end of August so get shooting guys n’ girls! 
Check out the rules and advice of some 
star anglers at www.atvbvideobattle.net or 
click the logo below and see the last page 
of this issue.

 I hope you get out on the bank as 
much as you can over what’s left of the 
summer. Hope to see you there!

Peace out,

Cover shot: A classic summer 
image; an early morning  tench 
being returned to its weedy home

Photo credit: Bill Brazier
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Spread the word! Send emails and texts to 
friends, like and share us on social media, 
tell everyone you know about the great 
work here at Off the Scale!

Let’s all cast a new eye on angling 
together...

Condolences go to the friends and family 
of Bob Moss, a bass fishing legend. RIP
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Mention the name “Oaklands” to most Irish coarse 
anglers and they will have heard of it, and with good 
reason. Renowned for its numbers of hard fighting carp, 
this picturesque 3 acre fishery just outside New Ross in Co. 
Wexford  is one of Ireland’s premier match and pleasure 
fisheries, and has been for some time. However, as we 
recently found out, the lake is about so much more than 
just carp, with numbers of small skimmer bream and rudd 
increasingly featuring in catches. Enlisting the expertise 
of Off the Scale stalwart and match fishing-ace GARY 
DOYLE, we set out to see exactly how good and varied 
the fishing was at Oaklands                     >>

FEATURE Words & photography: Bill Brazier
Angler: Gary Doyle
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“ “

It just gives the fish 
something different to home 
in on, something that stands 
out from the loose offerings. 
That’s what  I normally want 
in a hookbait

Gary used a relatively heavy 10g plummet as the 
lakebed was fairly hard but on softer substrates, like 
those found in natural, silty waters, he recommends 
using a much smaller split shot (like an AAA or 
SSG) as the plummet. This won’t sink into the silt as 
much as heavier plummets, which can give you a 
false impression of the actual depth. This little trick 
will give you the most accurate reading of depth, 
meaning your presentation will be improved.

TOP TIP

Another plus of fishing with pellets is that 
the hoards of voracious red-finned rudd 
the lake holds can’t take them as easily as 
smaller or softer 
baits. “Don’t 
get me wrong” 
laughed Gary, 
“I love catching 
rudd, they’re 
beautiful fish 
and there are 
actually times 
when they have 
saved me in a 
match situation 
but when you 
are looking to 
get down to or 
near the lakebed 
for bigger fish 
they can be a 
bit of a nuisance 
to be honest!”  
Importantly the 
hookbait pellets 
were of the 
expander variety; floating pellets that you 
can pump water into to make them slow 
sinking. “Expanders are great hookbaits 
because they’re soft enough to fish 

straight on a hook 
[no hair or bait 
band needed] 
and have a 
good degree of 
buoyancy in them, 
which is always 
going to help 
catch more fish” 
explained Gary. 
  Pellets for 
loosefeed were 
simple hard sinking 
4mm ones, with 
the hookbaits 
either 4 or 6mm. 
I asked Gaz 
why he typically 
fishes a slightly 
larger hookbait 
than what he is 
throwing in, as 

Arriving not long after the fishery 
gates opened, the plan was 
simple; Gary would split the 
day between fishing for silvers 
and carp, depending on 

what was feeding best at a given time. 
Although he chose to use his favoured 
pole on the day, both can, of course, 
be successfully targeted on rod and reel 
too. Gaz opted for one of his – and many 
people’s – favourite peg, no. 58, which is 
found in the south western corner of the 
lake, opposite the on-site shop, next to the 
outflow. “Corner swims such as this one”, 
Gary explained, “are usually great on 
any commercial fishery, as they typically 
command water that can’t be reached 
by other nearby swims”. 
 Those of you that have read about 
Gary’s exploits before in Off the Scale will 
know that he always comes prepared for 
many eventualities, and today was no 
different. An array of tantalising bait was 
laid out – fresh casters, dead maggots, 
paste, worms – but it was pellets that 
would form the basis of his attack for carp. 
“Fisheries like Oaklands obviously see a 
lot of pellets all year round and the fish 
often favour them over everything else, 
it’s like natural food for them at this stage” 

Always be prepared...

Expander pellets make great hookbaits

8 9
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many anglers might assume it best to 
“match the hatch”, as it were. “It just gives 
the fish something different to home in 
on, something that stands out from the 
loose offerings. That’s what  I normally 
want in a hookbait” The approach for 
skimmers revolved around more the 
classic groundbait and dead maggots 
combination, being careful not to feed 
too much to avoid attracting the carp.
 Our expert had a fair idea from 
previous visits of the nature of the lakebed 
in front of him but nevertheless he still took 
the time at the start of the session to plumb 
up accurately. This is something all anglers 
should do, it will definitely catch you 
more fish and only takes a few minutes. 
Gary fed two lines straight away, one for 
silvers past the marginal shelf (around 
5-6m out) and one for carp right in the 
edge. “Carp everywhere love the margins 
and here would always be my starting 
point, especially on the commercials”. 
Gary reasoned that a dark groundbait 
containing dead maggots and small 2mm 
pellets would attract the silver fish into the 
swim quicker than plain old pellets, so a 
small ball or two were cupped in using the 
pole. Again, this highlighted how deadly 
accurate pole fishing is.

 Be in no doubt that fishery’s like 
Oaklands contain a lot of fish but that 
doesn’t mean you can just turn up, cast 
out, lob a load of bait in and sit back and 
wait for the bites to come. Sure, that lazy 
approach will catch you some fish but 
those anglers who carefully think about 
their swim and approach will always 
catch more and, let’s be honest, if you 
are paying even a small fee for your days 
fishing then you usually want to maximise 
your return. Baiting was kept little and 
often – one of the top tips in any coarse 
fishing really – and it wasn’t long before 
the skimmer line started to resemble a 
jacuzzi, with feeding bream sending up 
bubbles left, right and centre. His delicate 
0.1g float, taking  3 x no. 9 shot, dipped, 
bobbed and swayed about as fish below 
tore into the bottom in search of food. 
Gary, being an experienced and patient 
angler, was able to sit on his hands and 
not strike at many of the false indications 
on his float. Before long, skimmer bream 
of 4-8oz started to come to the net thick 
and fast, with the odd slightly bigger one 
thrown in too. Interestingly though, it was 
only once Gaz swapped from three dead 
maggots – usually an excellent silver fish 
bait – to a soft 4mm expander on the size 

“ “Baiting was kept little 
and often  and it wasn’t 
long before the skimmer 
line started to resemble a 
jacuzzi

15 hook did bites start to become instant. 
This surprised both of us. The skimmers 
clearly wanted to eat pellets and the 
action was increased even more when 
groundbait was substituted for pelleted 
loosefeed. 
 We both agreed that it was great 
to see so many healthy, well-proportioned 
small bream – a species that has declined 
quite sharply across the country. Soon the 
inevitable happened. Gary predicted 
it to happen, as did I – the carp soon 
bullied their way in on the skimmer line! 
After landing a very spirited 3lb common 
on skimmer gear, Gary quickly changed 
his top-3 to ones with white Daiwa 
hydroelastic instead of the lighter green 
Vespe. Hook size was upped to a 12, as 
was his line strength. The small bream 
bubbles in the swim were now replaced 
with huge masses of larger bubbles as 
carp ripped through the silt to get at 
every last pellet and as soon as a big lump 
of paste was dropped into the swim a 
carp nearly ripped the pole from Gary’s 
grasp! This time it was another very hard 
fighting, scale perfect, nicely coloured 

Gary could have caught these little beauties all day long!

Main: Before long the bream line was like a jacuzzi
Inset: Fish on!

The skimmers came thick and fast but only 
once Gary changed to pellets on the hook

10 11
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New age hollow pole elastics, such as the fluid-
filled Daiwa Hydroelastics, have superseded 
traditional solid elastics. Hydro’s keep stretching 
and don’t “bottom out” (or reach their elasticity 
limit). They have a longer life, result in less 
hook pulls and are more versatile than regular 
elastics.  For carp in this feature, Gary used the 
white hydro which equates to  an old rating of 
6-10 and can comfortable handle fish from 1-5lb

TOP TIP

“ “Fish of all sizes and all 
species deserve respect, 
there is simply no excuse 
for neglecting fish care

supported by 
his knees. Still 
in the landing 
net, fish were 
then gently 
but swiftly 
lowered into 
his keepnet 
and allowed 
to swim out. 
“There is never 
any need to 
try and place 
the fish by 
hand into the 
keepnet if 
you’re fishing 
match-style” 
he fervidly told 
me, “that’s 
when fish get 
dropped and 
damaged” 
Similarly, if you 
are admiring 
your catch 
as and when 
you catch 
them (pleasure 

fishing) then please, for the 
fish’s sake, use an unhooking 
mat and always carry the fish 
back to the water in either 

the mat, weigh sling or landing net. It is 
simple, common sense that some people 
seem to lack completely.
 After a few more carp on paste, the 
fish drifted away leaving the small bream 
to return in a bit of peace – for now, at 
least! The line was fed frequently (as was 
the marginal spot for a bigger carp or two 
later), the rig was swapped again and a 
4mm pellet was nicked on and dropped 
through the rudd shoals. Out of interest I 
asked Gary how many rudd he thought 
was possible in a day’s fishing here, if 
someone chose to target them up in the 
water. His reply was simply “hundreds!” 
Again, as with the bream, it makes a 
refreshing change to see so many rudd, 
and not roach, in an Irish lake. 
 After a while spent trying to capture 
lake-side bumble bees, birds, wild flowers 
and damselflies on camera, I nipped over 
to the very well stocked on-site tackle 
shop for a cup of coffee and chat with 
helpful fishery manager Adrian Browne, 
a respected match and sea angler in his 
own right. The concept for a commercial 
coarse fishery in the South East was the 

small common. I must 
be honest here and 
say that considering 
the lake is fished on a 
very regular basis, with 
many matches held 
and with fish caught 
frequently throughout 
their lives, the condition 
of the carp is generally 
surprisingly good. Fins 
and scales are typically 
all perfectly intact and, 
as mentioned above, 
they all fight incredibly 
well. This is simply down 
to water quality and the 
high oxygen content 
of the lake, which is 
constantly fed with 
stream water. 
 Gary did make 
a point of exercising 
great fish care though. 
One keepnet for silver 
fish, one for carp, both 
made, of course, from 
modern, fish-friendly 
mesh. “It’s not just 
here at Oaklands but sadly I see bad fish 
care a lot by some so-called anglers” he 
decried. “Fish of all sizes and all species 
deserve respect, there is simply no excuse 
for neglecting fish care, either in a fast-
paced match situation or pleasure session” 
Installed on his seatbox, Gary netted and 
unhooked all his carp in the landing net, 

Main: Hang on, that’s 
no skimmer!
Right: The elastic-stretching 
culprit, a 3lb common
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The correct 
& safe way 
to place a 
fish into the 
keepnet
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brainchild of 
Adrian’s father 
Mick, the hope 
being that it 
would attract 
both Irish and 
visiting UK 
anglers alike – 
Rosslare ferry 
terminal is a 
mere 30 miles 
away. The site at 
Marshmeadows 
sits adjacent 
to the Barrow 
estuary (where 
the fishing isn’t 
half bad!) and 
is nestled amongst old oak woodlands. 
The fishery was dug, landscaped and 
developed with EU LEADER funding 
secured from Wexford Organisation for 
Rural Development (WORD) and funding 
from New Ross Urban District Council 
and Wexford County Council. It was first 
stocked with several thousand small carp 
in October 1998. Incidentally, like many 

meant less rudd were hooked. Almost 
immediately the float twitched and darted 
around as feeding carp muscled through 
the line. Again, as alluded to earlier, many 
anglers would have found themselves 
striking as soon as the float disappeared 
but Gary knew to wait until the elastic 
started to stretch a little, indicating it 
wasn’t just a line bite. And stretch the 
elastic did, numerous times over the next 
while. However, with the temperatures 
continuing to rise and a slight breeze 

“ “The key to fishing 
shallow like this is to 
keep feeding constantly, 
say 4-5 pellets every 30 
seconds or so

other Irish waters stocked with carp in 
more recent times, these fish originated in 
Decoy Lake, Co. Tipperary. Tench, bream 
and rudd followed, with wild Brown trout 
and eels being found naturally from the 
beginning due to their presence in the 
small stream used to flood the lake. The 
fishery opened its gates in early 2000 and 
has gone on to become one of Ireland’s 
premier coarse fisheries. Everybody and 
anybody is welcome to fish the lake for the 
price of a day ticket, regardless of ability, 
with concessions available for youths, 
seniors, disabled anglers and groups. 
 Back to the fishing… The morning 
began overcast and humid (Irish 
summertime, after all) but after lunch the 
sun began to shine and consequently the 
fishing changed. Gary started to struggle 
to keep the skimmers feeding and many 
of the lakes carp suddenly appeared up 
near the surface and right in the margins. 
No invitation to change tactics was 
needed and soon the skimmer set up was 

put aside and the 
heavier gear was 
used to present a 
6mm pellet down 
the left hand 
margin, a spot 
which had been 
baited since arrival. 
As it was shallower, 
the rudd were 
more of a problem 
and so Gaz fished 
a hard pellet on 
a hair rig, which 

blowing into the corner, we 
couldn’t help but notice – 
and hear! – carp slurping 
noisily at the surface under 
and next to a bed of white 
lilies. 
 In this situation I think 
many of you, like myself, 
would have reached for a 
floating bait like bread – a 
great tactic at Oaklands 
– but Gaz was adamant 
that he could get the fish 
feeding more confidently 
just under the surface by 
drip-feeding pellets. And 
who was I to argue! “The 
key to fishing shallow like 
this – really shallow, like a 
foot or less deep – is to keep 
feeding constantly, say 4-5 
pellets every 30 seconds 
or so. Draw those fish up 
in the water and keep 
them competing for food. 
Once you do this properly 
catching becomes a matter 
of when not if” 
 And sure enough 
Gary’s words rang true, as 
a procession of carp stuck 

Different elastics for different species 
and size of fish, all ready to go

A Blue-tailed damselfly and White water lily, just some 
of the flora and fauna thriving at Oaklands

14 15
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their heads out 
from under the 
cover of the pads 
and engulfed his 
pellet. With the 
fish fed up into a 
frenzy, the float 
became almost 
irrelevant as it 
constantly moved, 
sunk and rose with 
the carp activity. 
Again, patience 
was key as Gary 
waited for the 
resistance of the 
pole’s elastic to 
basically hook the 
carp for him. With 
a stunning little fully 
scaled mirror safely 
netted, we decided 
to call it a day, happy 
that we had proven 
what a great days 
fishing can be had at 
the fishery. For those 
into weights, Gary 
managed almost 6kg 
of skimmers (averaging 
4-5oz) and over 20kg 
of carp. Considering 
we were constrained 
by photography and 
videography duties, we 
were both very satisfied 
with the result. These sort 
of weights are by no means out of the 
ordinary down here.
 “I was really shocked to see how 
many skimmers were about today” said 
Gary as we returned the fish and packed 
up. “I’d heard from a good few lads that 
the lake was starting to produce good 
bags of them but I was still pleasantly 
surprised” In fact, with the rudd and 
bream stocks rising, there are more and 
more silver fish-only matches taking place 
at the fishery, which is good in our opinion 
as it teaches anglers, young and old, 
about different tactics and species. 
 Oaklands Lake is one of 

convenience, facilities, scenery and full 
of fish; a venue where you know you are 
going to catch something on each visit, 
whatever the time of year. This is nice 
for all anglers, at least from time to time, 
but so especially vital for new and young 
anglers. Indeed Oaklands can probably 
claim to have gotten more people 
hooked on fishing in recent years than any 
other Irish water and that can only be a 
good thing for the future of our wonderful 
pastime. This is not a hole in the ground full 
of fish; this commercial is well worth a visit. 

An award-winning coarse fishery with

large stocks of carp to 14lb, tench,

rudd and bream

DIRECTIONS

OPENING HOURS
9am to hour before 
dusk (9pm summer)

FULLY STOCKED TACKLE 
SHOP ON SITE
Everything for sea, game 
& coarse anglers

MODERN FACILITIES
Toilets, refreshments, 
parking, 60 pegs

CONTACT US
Shop 051-445348
After hours 087-7811042
oaklandslake@gmail.com

FOLLOW US PRICES
€10 Adults 
€5 Juniors
€7 OAP’s & disabled
Evening/half day rates
Yearly membership
Group rates available

Main: Hard fighting & beautiful - what’s not to like?
Inset left: Over 20kg of carp and...
Inset right: ...almost 6kg of skimmers. Not a bad day at 
all!
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http://www.oaklandslake.com
https://www.facebook.com/Oaklands-lake-124761224218285/?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/Oaklandsfishing
https://www.google.ie/maps/place/Oaklands+Lake/@52.3781503,-6.9590071,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4842b6e7a7c369a7:0x7b23b3ed71896b8a!8m2!3d52.378147!4d-6.9568184
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www.fishingtackleireland.ie

Stockists of quality 
Game, Carp, Pike, 
Coarse and Sea tackle 

Contact us:

065-679 7450
sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Find us:

*** Be sure to check out our ***
WEEKLY SPECIALS on our site!

Free shipping on all orders over €100!

http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/shop/jerk-bait-combo/
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/brand/pros/
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/shop/beach-fishing-combo/
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/brand/cc-moore/
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/shop/wychwood-trufly-fly-rod/
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/?s=line+thru+trout&post_type=product
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/shop/strikepro-pig-shad/
http://www.fishingtackleireland.com
http://www.fishingtackleireland.ie/shop/rovex-ceratec-ct4-reels/
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Down
to

Words by Tomas Kavanagh
Photography by Tomas Kavanagh & David O Brien

Words by Roger Baker

At the beginning of June a telephone caller from Castlegregory in County 
Kerry enquired of my availability to guide himself and a friend bass fishing for 
a couple of days. First, I asked if the caller had considered Bob Moss, who lived 
much closer to the caller and on the same Dingle Peninsula. He had spoken to 
Bob a few days before and Bob had told him, from a hospital bed, that he was no 
longer a bass fishing guide. Bob passed away on 23rd June, deeply regretted by 
his loving wife Anne, son Ciaran and daughter Sinead, and many friends. 

About 20 years ago, before I moved from Cornwall to Kerry, I shared a holiday 
cottage in Ballydavid with fellow BASS members Andy Davies, Mike Ladle and 
Steve Pitts. Bob had arranged the cottage and he was our bass guide for the 
week. I cannot read or hear the words “Dingle Peninsula” without thinking of 
Bob Moss. His name is synonymous with surf fishing for bass in County Kerry. 
He lived in the small coastal community of Ballydavid for over 30 years, among 
the finest seascapes to be found anywhere along the Wild Atlantic Way. Possibly, 
he drew more tourist bass anglers to Ireland and the Kerry strands than even 
the legendary Clive Gammon or Anthony Pearson before him. Bob Moss was a 
great guy, a great fishing guide, and a great bass angler. Rest In Peace.

Bob Moss
The late

Renowned angler, guide & author
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The Dingle Peninsula, in county Kerry, has often been 
mentioned in the angling press over recent years. The Irish 
record Gilthead bream was recently taken there, as were 
the Ballan wrasse and triggerfish records. I have often 

seen articles in Sea Angler and Boat Angler magazines about 
the area, describing it as an “angling paradise”. However, the fact 
remains it’s still relatively unexploited as a recreational angling 
resource. Indeed, having fished the peninsula since my mid-teens, 
it’s fair to say that most shore anglers encountered west of Dingle 
town itself are still traveling UK anglers.

WHERE TO START
Dingle is renowned for its stunning landscapes, 
unique flora and fauna and, of course, Fungi 
the dolphin. Its surrounds present sea anglers 
with numerous marks of contrasting habitats 
that produce a variety of species to all kinds of 
methods. These facts, while encouraging to some 
extent, can also be intimidating to anglers, due 
to the vastness, scales, species and conditions 
involved. No matter what you target, the 
opportunity to target a different species will almost 
certainly appear throughout the duration of a tide 
or fishing session. I hope that this article will not 
only encourage you to visit the region but will also 
assist you with how to prepare and what to expect.
 I will make no mention of the specific 
marks involved, but to those willing to research 
independently a search engine will steer you in the 
right direction. IFI have published maps of specific 
locations and these are amongst the best the area 
has to offer. Angling guru Bob Moss has published 
two books on the fishing available in the region 
and these have served me well (and indeed I still 
regularly refer to them). Furthermore for those 
who wish to explore and find their own locations, 
the region holds unrivaled potential. The further 
west you go the wilder it gets!
 In late May 2016, at short notice, I decided 
to visit the region with friend David O Brien 
(DOB). We had been hoping for some rain for 
salmon fishing but given the settled high pressure 
there was only one place I wanted to go. The car 
was jammed full of everything we needed; 40 
peeler and 40 hardback crab were accumulated, 
combined with 5 fresh mackerel and we were off 
for two days fishing. With such settled conditions 

we knew there would be a huge array of 
accessible marks to explore.
 When it comes to preparing set ups 
for west Kerry it can certainly be difficult. 
I can think of 5 set-ups I like to have, but 
would rarely bring all these with me. On 

my most recent trip, I left behind both the conger 
and mullet setups and I greatly regretted this 
decision at several points throughout my trip.
 

 TACKLE & TACTICS
Almost all of the rock marks in the area 
will hold both pollock and ballan wrasse 
throughout the spring, summer and 
autumn months. These are the species 
that virtually guarantee sport. While bass 
and rays can be targeted and captured in 
numbers I make no attempt to distract 
from the fact that the neighbouring 
Tralee Bay holds greater potential 
regarding both bass and all species of 
ray. That said, the beaches north of the 
Conor Pass are less than 15-30 minutes’ 
drive from Dingle and ideally suited 
within the Tralee Bay seascape.  
 Both wrasse and pollock are strong 
fish. They will both dive hard for the 
bottom when hooked and in the 

“Almost all of  the rock marks in 
the area will hold both pollock and 
ballan wrasse”

KERRY TACKLE CHECKLIST

•  A strong spinning outfit with minimum 15lb 

breaking strain line - I avoid braid due to its 

lack of abrasion resistance. 

•  A 12ft, 3lb test curve (or bass) rod with 

18lb line, for shore wrasse fishing

•  A strong beachcaster with 20-25lb line for 

rough ground fishing

•  A 30lb class boat set up for shore congers 

•  A mullet/garfish rod (12ft coarse rods with 

lots of 4lb line)

A trip to the Dingle is worth it 
for the scenery alone!

A typical Dingle wrasse, one 
of many from our latest trip
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interest of angling success and fish welfare they 
need to be stopped. This is why I fish what some 
would consider excessively heavy tackle. I would 
much rather pull or straighten a few hooks trying 
to halt a kelp-bound fish than to allow it to reach 
its destination and inevitably be left with unwanted 
attachments.

TARGETING WRASSE 
For wrasse, I mainly fish two baits: small hardback 
crabs or limpets. Both can either be fished under 
a sliding float rig or a simple running ledger fished 
by touch. Both of these are fished on strong gauge 
hooks in sizes 2-6. I find carp hooks particularly 
effective. I catch 95% of my ledgered wrasse under 
my rod tip at varying depths from 3-15metres. 
I tend to float fish when marks are particularly 
snaggy or I wish to target an offshore pinnacle 
of rock within casting distance. When searching 

for good wrasse 
ground look for food. 
Colonies of juvenile 
mussels cling to rocks 
and where these 
are present you are 
generally on the right 
track. When fishing for ballans, try find 
and area with a little bit of a wash from 
swell, nothing major, just some fizz and 
bubbles. Try as I have, it’s difficult to 
take ballans from the still blue green 
depths and motionless kelp beds.
 Live crabs tend to induce an 
immediate attack from wrasse, 
however hooking these fish can 
sometimes be difficult and indeed 
frustrating at times. When collecting 
crabs look for small hardbacks whose 
carapace is around an inch diameter. 
Larger individuals can be cut in half 
and also used. Needless to say wrasse 
will devourer peeler crabs of any shape 
or size.

 As an alternative 
bait, the easily sourced 
limpet is a favourite 
of mine. It can be 
employed for a bite that 
is considerably easier to 
hook. That said, I have 
found that hardback crab 
do tend to tempt the 
larger individuals of a 
clan. Furthermore, these 
senior members of a group 
will often be the first to 
strike baits, only to be 
followed by colleagues 
of ever decreasing size. It 
would not be unusual to take between ten and fifty 
wrasse in a session ranging from 1-5lb weight. On 
my most recent trip, we targeted wrasse on two 
separate occasions and we caught around 20 to 
nearly 4lb. No matter how many you have caught 
they will always convince you that they are bigger 
than they actually are; their initial dive for the 
bottom is remarkable. 
 I would highly recommend a heavy duty 
long nosed pliers as deeply hooked fish can be 
encountered and no sane man would risk his 
fingers inside the mouth of a wrasse. These pliers 
can also be used to bash limpets of rocks. As in 
most fishing, shortening the snood/trace length 
can help with deep hooking. Once you hook a 
wrasse, get it off the bottom ASAP! For any angler 
who has never shore fished for wrasse this is your 
number one tip; for those who have fished for 
them, then I’m sure you will know this by now! 
 

TARGETING POLLOCK
Much of the deep kelpy waters of west Kerry are 
also home to pollock. These vary hugely in sizes 
and numbers from year to year. 
Furthermore there distribution 
and condition rely largely on the 
abundance of food items, namely 

sandeels and, when available, pipefish. Pollack 
are ferocious predators and dogged fighters. They 
will inhale large rubber eel baits and charge to the 
kelp beds doubling over rods and often smashing 
anglers. David and myself had very good fishing 
on the most recent trip with upwards of fifty fish 
caught over three short sessions. While many 
of these were under two pound weight we had 
several fish in the 5-7lb bracket. We both also 
experienced an inevitable smoking or two from un-
stoppable big fish!
 Targeting these fish in harsh environment 
requires strong tackle. Large fish should not be 
“pumped and drawn”, as the downward movement 
allows the fish to gain the momentum they require 
to take from your heavily set reel. Each meter 
gained by the fish increases the likelihood that 
a snag will be reached later in the fight. As all 
alternative, try playing big fish by holding your 
rod high and rapidly retrieving as much line as 
possible, it’s likely that the fish will dive upon 
reaching the surface but this is a much more 
manageable outcome than one that finds the 
kelp from the start. The Dingle peninsula holds 

“When searching for good wrasse ground look for food. 
Colonies of  juvenile mussels cling to rocks and where these 
are present you are generally on the right track”

“Once you hook a wrasse, get it 
off  the bottom ASAP! ”

Deep gullies, shelves, rock ledges 
- all are almost guaranteed to hold 
wrasse

Find the kelp and 
find the pollock...

Dave with a 
nice wrasse that 
hit a small, live 
hardback crab 
as soon as it hit 
bottom
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solid stocks of pollock. Fish of 3-6lb are relatively 
common with large numbers of these and some 
larger fish possible on better sessions. Smaller fish 
are widespread and can actually be a nuisance on 
occasions.
 I particularly like fishing sidewinder eels 
and their many replicas for pollock. For some 
reason they are often hit on the drop (presumably 
due to paddle tail passing the fish at mid-depth). 
Whites are usually decent but reds, green, 
pink  and orange all have their day. Savage Gear 
sandeels are also great while chrome bars, German 
sprats and even flying Condoms will all do the trick.
  Another great method of targeting 
pollock is to elasticate a sandeel under a deeply set 
float. The up and down motion of the waves will 

make your bait dance above the kelp beds and a 
buried float is often the outcome. This is not only 
an effective method of catching big pollock but also 
a great way of bringing a newcomer or a youngster 
into fishing – visual, productive and exciting!
 When planning when to fish a mark, always 
try to do so when a tide is running, be it flooding 
or ebbing. Pollock, particularly, will become 
more active as 
displacement of 
water increases. In 
general, you will 
find fish decreasing 
in activity as slack 
water approaches 
and for this reason I 

seldom fish then, unless I have continued 
to catch fish into the period. Wrasse 
fish best towards high water but will 
also continue to bite as tide slackens. 
Of particular note, are flooding tides 
coinciding with dusk. Pollack have large 
sensitive eyes and will stay deep in bright 

conditions. Dropping light will often bring the 
absolute cream of pollock sport.
 Like all kinds of fishing, west Kerry rock 
fishing is highly dependent on weather, more 
for safety than any other reason. Settled high 
pressure systems with light winds are gold. Of 
paramount importance to rock anglers are safety 
considerations. While winds may be low, swell 
from the Atlantic can still be substantial. Consult a 
swell height app prior to fishing and make sure you 
have a solid elevated platform to fish from. Beware 
of freak or rogue waves even on the calmest days. 
In general, I will only approach the water level on 
the very calmest of days. If you are in any doubt 
abort, and keep in mind there has been several 
fatalities rock angling in recent years, with some of 
these being in relatively settled conditions.
 Accessing rock marks can also be 
dangerous. While a level of mobility and fitness 

is required there are 

“Wrasse fish best towards high 
water but will also continue to 
bite as tide slackens”

“flooding tides coinciding with dusk... Dropping 
light will often bring the absolute cream of  
pollock sport”

Breathtaking scenery and loads of fish - 
what else could an angler want?

A Dingle hare - much more 
agile than any angler!

If possible target pollock at 
dusk for the best results

Sandeel imitations are my favourite 
soft plastic for pollock
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certainly marks for everybody given the right 
conditions. Keep in mind that while descending 
may be easy, ascending may prove problematic! 

Try to travel as light as possible - I usually 
have a backpack, a bucket and a rod holdall, 
nothing more. Most importantly, be aware 
that a quick shower of rain will turn a 
straightforward trip over rocks into a complex 

and tricky one. It’s also a good idea to fish with a 
friend whenever possible. Never take risks at rock 
marks, the potential for disaster is too great.
 This article has really only scratched 
the surface of what the Dingle Peninsula has 
to offer. There is a broad range of species that 
can realistically be targeted from the shore. 
Furthermore, the likelihood for surprises is great. 

Bullhuss, congers, garfish, 
mullet, coalfish, gurnards, 
dogfish, flounders, turbot, 
rays, Sea trout, bass, 
mackerel, shad,  wrasse, 
pollock, triggerfish and 
of course mackerel have 
all been encountered and 
the possibility of others 
is always on the cards. I 
encountered a group of 
UK match anglers fishing 
light quiver tip outfits off 
a small pier one day and 
the range and amount of 
species they had was simply 
jaw dropping. I have been 
meaning to adopt this 
method but I simply haven’t 
gotten around to it yet. 
For those with a taste for 

LRF style angling, the area holds serious potential 
for mini-species, although I would imagine rouge 
ballans will smash a lot of tackle. The autumn 
and winter surf beach fishing can be exceptional 
and needless to say, the inshore boat fishing 
can be surreal. The photos that accompany this 
article were taken during a visit when we fished 
six marks over two days. We were fortunate with 
the weather and sea state, which allowed us to 
catch all four species that we targeted and in good 
numbers. Hopefully you will catch your target be it 
in Dingle or elsewhere.
  Thanks for reading and I wish you many 
happy adventures,

TK

BASIC WRASSE SET-UP•  A strong spinning outfit with minimum 15lb breaking strain line - I avoid 
braid due to its lack of abrasion resistance. A beachcaster can also be used 

for really rough ground or when fish need to be swung up from a height
•  Float fishing tactics can be used but often touch 
ledgering is more effective. Direct contact with your end tackle results in better bite detection and 
more hook ups

•  Above all else, ledgering set up’s for wrasse needs to be strong, reliable and cheap to construct. Wrasse often live in the weediest, rockiest places and gear loss is inevitable!•  Using a snag leader is recommended but on some marks you can get away without them. When needed, choose something robust, like 25-30lb mono. Hook snoods/traces can be slightly lighter, say 15-20lb

... or rays! Dingle 
has a huge variety of 
species on offer
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Pollock or wrasse not 
biting? Instead you can 
target bass...

Click graphic above if slideshow not displaying
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Our new state of the the art online store has all of our products listed with 
up to date stock levels. We offer fast delivery on all instock items, with free 
delivery on all orders over €100.   Join our Loyalty Club and get up to 10% 
discount on your purchases.

•  Live stock levels
•  Free delivery on orders over €100
•  Extra discounts
•  Latest offers listed
•  Detailed listings for all products

Online Store

Loyalty Club

Mr B G Salmon

123456789101112

We are not an ordinary fishing tackle shop, we are Ireland’s only specialist 
fly fishing shop stocking top brands and offering expert advice

Ballymacarbry, Clonmel, Co Waterford (052) 6136765 - www.flyfishingireland.com
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Words by Tom “Doc” Sullivan
Photography: Tom Sullivan & Ceri Jones
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Lough Mask in the summertime, and over the months 
of July and August, can offer some tremendous 
action for the trout angler. One of the reasons for this 
is that, as a fly fisher, there are a number of different 

options open to you for targeting your fish; fishing the deep 
water for the daphnia-feeders, the possibility of a summer 
Mayfly hatch, fry-feeders - but one option which can reap 
rewards is the hatch of the fly Welshman’s Button.

Welshman’s Button

The Welshman’s Button is a type of sedge or 
caddis fly with a dark brown coloration (more of 
this later). Unlike its more illustrious cousin the 
Green Peter, one of the most well-known sedges 
in Ireland, it differs in a couple of areas. Firstly, 
it is smaller - the normal size of the Welshman’s 
is around a size 12. Secondly, it is much more 
of a daytime creature and will hatch continually 
during the day and this is what lends its appeal 
to the fly angler. I don’t know how it received its 
name but it’s one you won’t forget easily.
 On Mask this fly tends to be concentrated 
in the shallower water - the whole eastern 
shoreline of the lake is prime area, from the 
Rocky Shore on the Northern tip right down 
to Rosshill. This rugged, jagged shoreline - a 
minefield of limestone outcrops, shallows and 
reefs - is ideal water for this fly.
 July generally sees the hatch reaching full 
swing. It will be around from early June but it 
increases steadily from then on and can go right 

on until the end of August and while September 
can see numbers of it around it is on the wane at 
this stage.

Methods

Conditions dictate what tactics I will use for 
them. There are two methods to concentrate 
on, wet fly or dry fly. I have had only limited 
success with sedge pupae and nymph patterns so 
therefore I tend to stick to the former two. 
 The mantra is if it is calm or with 
relatively light winds then go with the dries. 
Conversely if there is a good wind about then 
revert to the wet flies. I stick to this in the main 
but there is a caveat. If you follow any rule or 
guideline blindly you might be missing something 
so sometimes don’t be afraid to go against the 
grain. I have had great sport in a heavy wind 

“ If you follow any rule or guideline 
blindly you might be missing 
something so sometimes don’t be 
afraid to go against the grain “

Main:  A typical rugged, rocky outcrop on Mask’s East 
shore, ideal for fishing a Welshman’s
Inset: A beautiful trout of over 2lb from Ballykine
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and rough conditions on Mask fishing dries in 
conditions where it is hard to spot your flies 
and, on occasions, not even seeing the rise, just 
tightening into the fish as the line gets drawn 
from your hand, so be prepared. Also with barely 
a pin ripple on the surface I have witnessed a 
slowly drawn wet fly team out-fish the dries in 
conditions which you would swear were for the 
dries only. These are exceptions but they happen 
and you should always keep this in mind.

Dries

I like to fish a team of two dries on a cast 16’-
20’ in length. If you like to fish a trio of flies, fill 

your boots! My preference, however, is for two. 
I have reverted to using fluorocarbon tippet 
material for this work now; the drawback with 
fluorocarbon being that it sinks quickly and 
can cause a drag on your flies, particularly in a 
bigger wave. However, this can be counteracted 
by not leaving your flies in one spot for longer 
than 10-15 seconds and recasting after this 
period to fresh water. This, in my opinion, is a 
better way to fish them. I have noticed that the 
majority of my takes to the dries occur within 
the first couple of seconds after the flies land 
on the water, so by fanning the water in front 
of you more frequently you can increase your 
opportunities.

Main:  Playing a hard-fighting Mask trout on a 
fluorocarbon tippet - this is fine for fishing dries so 
long as you move your flies every 10-15 seconds
Inset: Admiring another Mask fish which took a 
Welshman’s Button
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Wets

A team of three, sometimes four, flies does me 
for the wets. Too much or too little wind will 
see me use three. The crucial thing here is line 
choice. In my own experience I go for a slow 
intermediate or a slow ghost tip  as I like to be 
just sub-surface. However, be prepared to shuffle 
and change as sometimes even a Di3 sweep 
can score. On the other end of the scale the full 
floater can’t be discounted, particularly in the 
calm conditions I alluded to earlier.
 Some guys like to retrieve like they’re in 
the Isle of Man TT and while this speed has its 
places (Daphnia feeders being one of them) I 
prefer a steadier retrieve for the sedges. By all 
means experiment and vary the speed rate but 
in my experience a softer approach can ‘catchee 
monkey’!
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Tying the killer!

The first time I came across the nymph stage 
of the Button was when I had caught a trout 
on Mask and spooned it. I couldn’t believe my 
eyes but the fish had been feeding on wasps; 
well, that was I thought anyway and I know I 
am not alone on this apprehension. The body 
of the nymph of the Welshman’s is different 
to that of its adult stage and the rear end of 
it is bright yellow with marked black bars very 
similar to the body of a wasp. This led me to 
start experimenting at the vice and I turned 
out a few different dressings. I tied quite a few 

patterns that incorporated the colour schemes 
based on what I had garnered from the stomach 
contents. Of all the patterns I tied one of them 
really started to nail fish for ad I have included 
it in this article. In a heat of the World Cup  I 
caught four fish on it on the Rocky Shore in an 
hour and a half as the trout had turned onto a 
good hatch of sedge and it has since caught trout 
for me steadily in all different conditions. I was 
impressed with this fly and, as any fly dresser 
knows, to have a successful pattern that you 
have invented yourself is a boon. So, I was quite 
content in myself that I had created a killer, 
kinda’ smug actually!

 A couple of years later I purchased a book 
from the Fly Fisher Classic Library, one of the first 
ever books written on Irish angling by an Irish 
angler; ‘The Practice of Angling’ written by O’ 
Gorman, a Clare man, in the mid-1840s. One of 
the plates in the book was a photo of six flies tied 
for O’ Gorman in the 1790s by a famous Limerick 
fly tier, Corny Gorman. On looking at the flies 
for the first time I was very much taken aback; 
there amongst them was my invention, a fly 
almost identical to my ’killer’! As these were tied 
200 years before I tied mine I couldn’t accuse 
Corny of plagiarism, although he could have 
accused me. The fly was the Dromore fly which 

O’ Gorman used extensively on the Corofin lakes 
in Clare (including Dromore, obviously) and was 
one his favourites. It got rid of my smugness 
anyway!

TS

“ The body of the nymph of the 
Welshman’s is different to that of its 
adult stage and the rear end of it is 
bright yellow with marked black bars, 
very similar to the body of a wasp.“

Main: The sedge in question, a Welshman’s
Inset: A selection of my own Welshman patterns. 
The Dromore pattern is on the right, middle row
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Join John Fleming on board the Brazen Hussy II 
out of Rossaveel & Spiddal for great deep sea 
and reef fishing in Galway Bay

Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips 
6.30pm–9.30pm

Phone: 087-7571320
Email:  hello@bluesharkangling.ie  

Club & fishery signage
Vehicle & shop signwriting
Promotional products
Fliers & business cards

Custom fishing stickers
Scaled fish replica cutouts
Memororablia plaques
Photo mounting

Phone: 
086-6487773 / 085-8334577

Phone: 
085-8334577

Email: 
signmantt@gmail.com

Email: 
stickersmadness@gmail.com

15% discount for all clubs & organisations

for 10% discount quote “off the scale”
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http://www.bluesharkangling.ie
https://www.facebook.com/thomas.tynan.961?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/StickerSMadnesS/?fref=ts
https://www.google.ie/maps/@53.164466,-7.1951268,230m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.google.ie/maps/@53.164466,-7.1951268,230m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://twitter.com/signmanplus
https://twitter.com/stickersmadness
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The finest fishing spots are 
always the ones you hear 
about through word of mouth 
and nowadays due to social 

media it’s especially hard for a fisher-
man or woman to keep his or her spots 
a secret from their fellow anglers! 
 
 My hit-list locations and bucket 
list species are normally found whilst 
trawling social media newsfeeds such 
as Angling IQ, Instagram or Facebook 
and it just so happens Rousillion 
Fishing popped up on my radar via 
a friend’s profile. Matt Roberts had 
been for two consecutive years and 
raved about this incredible place on 
France’s south coast. The not-so-secret 
spot is called Languedoc Roussillon, 
Pyrénées Orientales. I must admit that 
Bluefin tuna were never on my top 10 
but Matt’s photos somehow twisted 
my arm and before I could blink Edd 
Morrison and I had booked flights over 
the Easter bank holiday. 
 
 Samuel Elgrishi started 
Roussillon Fishing in 2011. Samuel’s 
reputation has spread throughout 
Europe as a prestigious saltwater 
fishing guide and people travel far 
and wide to fish with him. Using 
different techniques to accommodate 
all fishermen, he targets many 
species ranging from his main focus 
- Bluefin tuna - to smaller species 
such as grouper, snapper, amberjack, 
barracuda, bass, bonito, mackerel, 
bream, conger eels and many more. 
For the public, the season for Bluefin 
tuna starts in July and runs all the 
way through to October. As Samuel is 
part of the tag and release programme 
it allows him to start fishing in 

Bluefin of the Med’“ I HONESTLY FELT LIKE 
MY  BACK WAS GOING 
TO SNAP IN HALF

Marina Gibson
Marina Gibson & 
Rousillon Fishing
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March and end in November. Catch 
records each week depend on winds, 
temperature, air pressure, moon phase 
and so on. If you are a dedicated fly 
fisher then the best time to go is April 
to June, and September to October.  
 
DAY 1:

We had a tight schedule with only two 
days of fishing so the pressure was on 
from the start! Within half an hour we 
were seeing an abundance of Bluefin 
surfacing not far from the small port 
of St. Cyprien where we set off from. 
Although it felt like our chances were 
high there was more than meets the 
eye; as we were yet to discover, we 
would actually spend the next 8 hours 
playing a game of cat and mouse with 
these tuna! Samuel would search high 
and low, bare eyed or with binoculars, 
for the diving birds on the horizon and 
once he spotted them he would drive 
his boat full speed ahead and decrease 
the speed slowly as we approached 
the school of tuna. One bird normally 
signals one tuna, a flock of birds 
means game on! The rod has a chance 
of a handful of casts over the course 

of a few lively seconds to lure the 
elusive creatures in. Atlantic Bluefin 
are pelagic predators that need to swim 
continuously in order to ventilate itself 
and generate enough heat to maintain 
its vital organs and raise its body 
temperature above that of the water’s. 
They are also shy and can dive as far 
as 900 metres into the deep blue if they 
think there is a glimpse of danger. If 
you miss your chance then “Tom and 
Jerry” would commence, so on and so 
forth. The first day passed us in a flash 
and we returned to the harbour with no 
new notches in our belts, apart from a 
new spinning technique known as the 
Sharapova’s Grunt!

DAY 2:

Repeating our tactics on the second 
day we came across a small flock of 
feeding birds who were diving for the 
Bluefin tuna’s bait. Juvenile Bluefin 
hunt in schools and typically hunt 
smaller baitfish such as mackerel, 
sardines and herring, along with squid 
and krill. Their prey mass together 
for protection whilst they are pushed 
to the surface and are picked off one 
by one. We cast into the midst of the 
havoc before us and retrieved our 
poppers across the surface. On my 
first cast I felt a jerk but unfortunately 
the tuna had missed the lure. As we 
carried on popping a robotic predator 
torpedoed into the air and smacked 
my Pulseon popper with ferocious 
power - the fight had only just begun! 
For twenty minutes I was pumping 
the rod up and reeling in whilst she 
was drilling me down to my backing, 
plunging vertically for some two 
hundred plus metres. I honestly felt 
like my  back was going to snap in 
half. I must admit that I needed help 
in the beginning from Samuel and Edd 
as I feared if I didn’t use one of the 
muscle-strapped men aboard I would 
have been flung into the sea with my 

Below
A selection of typical 
lures used for Bluefin 
in the Mediterranean. 
They are a lot smaller in 
size than many would 
assume

Right
The gear that Samuel 
trusts is strong and 
reliable. Spinning rods 
are custom built 70-
100lb class 8ft’ers and 
reels, filled with 70lb 
braid & leader, are top-
of-the-range saltwater 
spinning models capable 
of fast retrieves if 
needed
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trophy fish never to be seen again! 
Together we got her on board and 
she weighed in at 50kgs (110lbs) and 
measured 1m  40cm. I was exhausted 
but completely spellbound by the 
magnificent creature. 

 To get an idea of age verses 
weight and length, a juvenile Bluefin 
would average 1.15m and weigh in 
at 30kg (66lbs). This fish we landed 
would have been circa four years old. 
After holding her and seeing how 
solid her metal-like body was I wasn’t 
surprised in the slightest the immense 
force she had on the other end of the 
line. We had to release her back as 
quickly as possible so I didn’t have 
time to take in all the details, although 
I did notice how smooth her exterior 
was and that the dorsal fin had an 
opening. At a later date I learnt that 

their dorsal, pelvic and pectoral fins 
all fit into slots, which helps to reduce 
drag as they swim at high speeds.  
 
 Bluefin tuna are some of the 
largest and fastest fish in the ocean 
with an average speed of 44mph. 
Their streamlined bodies help to 
conserve energy on their long distance 
journeys. They are built for endurance 
and speed and in adulthood they can 
measure up to four metres and weigh 
up to of 700kg (1543lbs). They have 
been severely overfished throughout 
the world and many young Bluefins 
are caught before they even have a 
chance to reproduce. They can live up 
to thirty years but due to overfishing, 
few individuals succeed living that 
long. Since the early twentieth century, 
the number of Bluefin tuna has been 
reduced by a shocking 90% worldwide 

and 97% in the Mediterranean Sea. 
Samuel, who has been guiding trips for 
4 years, educated us on the history of 
tuna tag and release in France. 

 The strict tag and release 
policy started in 2009 and allows 
guides like Samuel to run a careful 
management of tuna stocks coming 
into the Mediterranean. As well as 
the tag and release programme, each 
and every fisherman after Bluefin for 
commercial purposes now have to 
go through a licensing process. Since 
these regulations have been put in 
place the Bluefin are now on the return 
and their numbers are increasing every 
year. Samuel works with scientists 
in France and further afield to help 
conserve species such as Bluefin, 
sharks, grouper, whales and dolphins. 
    >>

Above
One bird normally 
signals one tuna, a flock 
of birds means game on! 

Above right
It was great to be with 
a guide who is so 
passionate about fishing 
and conservation

Below right
Bluefin numbers are 
recovering in the Med’ 
thanks to people such 
as Samuel. They are 
one of the ultimate sport 
fish
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 Thank you Samuel, it 
was a great pleasure to be in the 
presence of a guide who was so 
unquestionably passionate about 
the ocean and its future. When our 
rods were up Samuel would educate 
us about his surroundings and what 
lies ahead for our precious world 
beneath us.  

Many thanks for reading. Catch you 
next time,

MG

If you would like to book 
a trip with Samuel please 
contact him via email: 
contact@roussillonfishing.
com and to find out more 
about Roussillon Fishing 
please visit 
www.roussillonfishing.com 
or click the logo below

Right
My 50kg tuna left 
me exhausted but 
completely spellbound 
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Pot Luck by Nick Fisher
Those of you who have been watching fishing 
programs on TV for many years may well 
remember a show called Screaming Reels on 
Channel 4, a veritable smörgåsbord of angling 
eccentricity, education and craziness in equal 
measure – truly great and certainly creative. 
And here we are some twenty plus years later 
and Nick has, yet again, broken the mould 
with something flowing with originality, this 
time in his debut novel.

 Pot Luck is not your average book, and 
although not strictly about angling - instead 
based around the curious and at times almost 
clandestine world of commercial crab fishing 
in Weymouth, off England’s south coast – I 
feel anglers of all types will love it as much as 
I did. Admittedly, I didn’t know what to expect 
when our friends at Peridot Press send us a 
copy for review; I mean, a book about crab 
fishing, that’s a bit niche isn’t it? Yes, but 
that’s what makes it so brilliantly unique and 
enjoyable!

 This is a dark, often brutal work of 
fiction which many of you will be able to relate 
to. Brothers and business partners Adrian 
and Matty are sick of each other, both down 
on their luck, stuck in a seemingly bottomless 
hole in life just struggling through the motions 
every day just to, if they are lucky, break even 
and not spiral further into debt. But then 
something happens; a chance discovery in the 
English Channel that changes everything – for 
better and for worse. 

 Pot Luck is an unexpected crime 

thriller, oozing greed, backstabbery and 
betrayal, punctuated by the harsh reality of 
not only modern crab fishing but life at sea 
and life in general. This is not a book to read 
to your kids at bedtime; it’s a proper full-on, 
no holding back, foul-mouthed, compelling 
story for grown-ups. Its characters will shock 
you, make you laugh and despair all at once. 
Perhaps my favourite aspect of Pot Luck is 
that it is, like almost all good works, full of 
twists, turns and surprises right to the very 
end. And, with Nicks short-chapter style it is 
truly absorbing, a “just one more page” type 
of book that will leave you craving more.
 
 This is Nick Fishers debut novel and 
it is undoubtedly excellent. I can only hope 
he writes more in the future and maybe even 
a rare angling-based fiction? Now there’s an 
idea! 

Reviewed by Bill Brazier

OUR FRIENDS AT PERIDOT PRESS 
HAVE GIVEN US FIVE COPIES OF THE 
BRILLIANT POT LUCK TO GIVEAWAY 
SO MAKE SURE TO KEEP AN EYE ON 
THE OFF THE SCALE SOCIAL MEDIA 
PAGES THROUGHOUT JULY TO BE IN 
WITH A CHANCE OF WINNING ONE!

AN UNEXPECTED CRIME THRILLER, 
OOZING GREED, BACKSTABBERY 
AND BETRAYAL, PUNCTUATED BY 

THE HARSH REALITY OF NOT ONLY 
MODERN CRAB FISHING BUT LIFE AT 

SEA AND LIFE IN GENERAL.

Sink Swim ?or
In-depth, honest and independent product 
reviews by anglers, 
for anglers

Peridot 
Press

Order  online
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On the l kout...
Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this July and August

#otslookout

Common Blue damselfly
Scientific name: Enallagma cyathigerum 

As the name suggests, a very common sight around 
freshwater during the summer months all over 
Europe. 30-35mm in length. Like all damselflies 
(and dragonflies), most of the life cycle is spent 
underwater. Eggs are deposited into water where 
they hatch and grow into nymphs. Usually, this takes 
around one year. They are, like many insects, a vital 
food source for fish.
 The easiest way tot ell damselflies and 
dragonflies apart is that damselflies always rest with 
their wings folded, dragonflies keep them open.

Off the Scale

Wikipedia

Common (moon) jellyfish
Scientific name: Aurelia aurita

The most frequent jellyfish around Irish 
& UK coasts and one that is harmless 
to humans - their sting is not very 
powerful. Common jellyfish are simple 
filter feeders of plankton, though they 
will eat small fish and invertebrates. 
Found mostly inshore, near estuaries 
and harbours, they are commonly 
seen washed up on beaches, with 
characteristic 4 pink ring structures 
within the bell - these are its gonads. 

Dipper
Scientific name: Cinclus cinclus

Ragged Robin
Scientific name: Silene flos-cuculi

A bird synonymous with fast flowing streams and 
rivers, the Dipper feeds on insect larvae of flies 
such as caddis and mayflies and relies heavily on 
good water quality. They also eat small fish on 
occasion. Dippers catch their prey by wading or 
diving underwater and can stay submerged for up 
to 30 seconds. They are easily spotted as they flit 
about on bankside rocks or fly low to the water’s 
surface. They are slightly smaller than a blackbird. 
These birds nest in suitable holes in the riverbanks, 
under bridges or even behind waterfalls.

A once-common but now declining native wild 
flower (due to habitat loss), Ragged robin grows 
in wet, boggy and marshy land, often beside 
waterways. Flowers are usually pink but can 
sometimes be white and are scentless. Much 
favoured by butterflies and other insects

Wikipedia

Pine marten
Scientific name: Martes martes
One of the rarest and most elusive mammals in Ireland and the UK. Populations declined to the 
point of extinction in many areas due to hunting for fur, habitat loss and persecution for livestock 
predation. Numbers are now beginning to rise 
again through conservation efforts. 
 Adults are about the size of a cat or 
larger, with a long bushy tail and creamy 
throat patch. They are much larger than 
either mink or stoats, which they are often 
confused for. Pine marten are adapted for 
living in forests, woodlands and scrub and 
are excellent tree climbers. Diet is varied 
and includes berries, small mammals and 
amphibians. They are largely nocturnal 
creatures.

“ Look deep into nature, 
and then you will understand 
everything better ”   Albert Einstein

Off the Scale

Wikipedia
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The story of an unusual French 
commercial carp fishery 

Priory Lakes
An insight from Dan O Kelly & Andy Bernard

n my way back up 
through France in 
the Autumn of 2014, 
my last summer living 
over there, I called in 

on a few old friends, 
the Bernard Family. I first 

met Sam Bernard in the 
night zone on a Lac de Bujaleuf 

in the south east of the country back in ‘08. I 
was doing a few nights and getting a few fish 
when Sam and his mother Debs arrived. She 
was just dropping Sam off for the day to do 
a bit of coarse fishing. Naturally I heard them 
speaking English. Nothing strange there but 
when you’ve very little French it’s refreshing to 
be able to have a conversation with another 
angler on the bank. Since then my French has 
improved to the point that I can talk to French 
carp anglers (or carpistes as they call them) 
about fishing and little else. Anyway, during 
the course of the day I dropped down to Sam 
and had a chat. Kim, my old faithful dog, had 
just had pups and I had them with me at the 
time. As you can imagine they were a topic 
of conversation. Later in the day Sam’s father 
Andy came to pick him up and was also 
interested in the pups and wanted to buy one. 
The pups were too young to be separated 
from their mother but as I’d planned to fish the 
same lake for the next few weeks we arranged 
to meet up again when they would be old 
enough. Sure enough, a few weeks later the 
Bernard family had a new member – Jack!
  After this we kept in regular 
contact. Andy opened a tackle shop the 
following year and started selling bait, 
amongst other things. He then bought a lake 
near Limoges that he called Priory Lake. The 
lake itself was 9.5 acres and had never been 
run as a commercial lake before. In fact it had 
actually, like many waters in France, been a 
carp fish farm at one stage and had been 
left untouched for years. Over the course of 
the next few years they set about getting the 
lake ready for anglers and finally opened it in 
2013. The lake is not run in the normal fashion 
most commercials are run so I thought it would 
prove interesting to ask Andy a few questions 
about the stock, the unusual management 
strategy for the lake he employs and why he 
decided to take this route. 

Dan: So Andy you first bought the lake 
in ‘09. What was it that attracted you 
to the lake in the first place, your first 
impressions?

Andy: Yes, we bought the lake back in 
’09. On the initial viewing of the lake 
I was impressed by the shape and the 
depths. The lake has three streams 
feeding it giving it a good oxygen supply; 
the max. depth is around 20 feet, with 
a good average of around 10 feet. The 
lake was surrounded by mature trees 
giving the fish good cover. The lake had 
never been open to the public ,and was 
last used in 1975 by a local fish farmer. It 
checked a lot of boxes.

Dan: The lake was sold as an un-stocked 
water. But I know your first session here 
with Sam threw up a few surprises. Can 
you tell us about that?

Andy: We first fished the lake in the 
spring of 2010. The first fish to show 
were mid 30lb mirrors –classic, dumpy 
looking French mirrors. The biggest was a 
low 40, now known as Trigga. It was very 
exciting stuff. 

     >>

1

 1. I met Andy and Sam when Kim had 
just had puppies. A few weeks later, when 
old enough, the Bernard family had a new 
member - Jack - and I had some new 
friends too

In association with:
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Dan: Also you’ve had some monster 
tench from here; not something you 
always see in French commercial lakes. 
Having a background in match fishing 
you must have been happy with that?

Andy: Yeah, I was happy to see the big 
tench in the lake. Big healthy fish into 
the double figures! They gave a good 
indication of the water quality and, just 
as importantly, the levels of naturals for 
the fish to eat.  

Dan: So, after been pleasantly surprised 
with the stock that was in the lake, 
what further stock did you add?

Andy: Once we had got some indication 
of the stock levels, we decided to add 
around 130 carp to the lake up to and 
around the 50lb mark. This included 
some rather big commons, with plenty of 
mid to upper thirties to balance the stock 
for the future.  

Dan: I see you’ve only constructed 
three swims on the water, giving over 
3 acres of water to each angler. Most 
commercials would have squeezed a 
few (or a lot!) more swims in. So why 
have you decided to have such a low 
number of swims?

Andy: When deciding on the layout for 
the lake, 3 swims was going to be the 
way forward, with all of them on the 
south bank, but not visible to each other. 
This giving anglers just over 3 acres of 
water to each swim with the rest of the 
lake to remain inaccessible, thus creating 
a more natural environment for the carp 
and reducing the pressure upon them. I 
think this is vital in the long term.

Dan: On top of the low swim numbers, 
you are only open for 20 weeks of the 
year as well. I assume this is to further 
reduce the pressure on the fish?

Andy: Correct, Dan. The lake is available 
for only 20 weeks of the year, creating 
less pressure upon the fish, with a max of 

three anglers at any time.

Dan: You also run a bait rolling company 
called Monsieur Bouillette (Mr. Boilie). 
How has that been going for you? Being 
a main agent for Nutrabaits freezer 
baits and having a bait rolling factory on 
site has got to be a great advantage to 
yourself and the fish?

Andy: We are the official fresh bait rollers 
for Nutrabaits in France, producing high 
quality bait. We only allow fresh boilies 
on the lake, no shelflifes. The results 
and fish growth over the first three 
years speak for themselves. The average 
growth on the carp is around 6lb per 
year, and all are very healthy fish.

Dan: That’s a great insight Andy, thanks 
for that.

“The lake is available for only 20 weeks of  the year, 
creating less pressure upon the fish, with a max of  
three anglers at any time... average growth on the carp 
is around 6lb per year, and all are very healthy fish”

2. Andy’s son Sam with a fish known as 
the “Square One” at 54lb 6oz

3. The current lake record mirror at 60lb 
8oz

4. Priory owner Andy with a typically 
pristine big mirror from the lake

5. A Fire salamander from my trip. 
Despite their name and dangerous 
appearance they are actually harmless

2

3

4

Rolling back the clock (no pun intended), 
I’ll now give a little account of the three 
nights I fished on Priory before I headed 

home for the winter of 2014. 
 I arrived late on the Monday evening 
and after the usually warm greeting and 
pleasantries exchanged Andy and Sam 
helped me set up in the first swim. I must say 
it’s great to fish on large level jetties. I always 
sleep much better when bivvied up on level 
jetties, although I am not sure why - all the 
legs on my bedchair can be adjusted but I 
rarely achieve the same level of comfort. As 
it was late I opted to use some bait I had left 
from the previous session and would get on 
the Trigga (of which the lake had seen a lot 
of, naturally) the next night, a decision I regret 
even now! Andy had given me the run-down 
of the swim and like any sane person I took his 
advice on board. After all, he knows it better 
than me. So, after saying bon nuit to Andy, 
he went off to bed and I rowed my baits out 
to the spots he’d recommended. It’s great to 
be able to use a boat to place your baits. I 
always feel more confident when I can place 
my rigs by hand and scatter freebies around it. 
The accuracy and presentation is unbeatable. 
Not all commercials allow the use of boats so 
this I find very refreshing. I retired to bed not 
long after as I’d had a long drive that day 
and was very tired. The night passed and my 
hangers remained motionlessness. It was late 
November and water temperatures were 
dropping so it was easy for me to blame this in 
my head and justify my fish-less night. 
 The next morning Andy arrived around 
to my bivvy with a breakfast roll -sweet! What 
a great start to the day. I reeled in shortly after 
and spent most of the day socialising and 
inspecting the on-site bait making factory, 
which i was very impressed by. A batch of 
bait had to be prepared the next day so I 
offered to help out. In truth I was keen to see 
the operation in action. Later that evening I 
returned to my swim after a fantastic dinner 
(as always) by Debs, only this time I was 

5
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armed with a few kilos of Trigga Salmon Elite 
freshly prepared the day before. Now you’ve 
only got to stick your nose into the bag for 
confidence levels to rise. I stuck to the three 
same swims as the night before convinced the 
bait would make the difference After all, the 
fish here treated this bait like natural food. At 
10.30 that night I had two drop back beeps 
on the middle rod but nothing came of it 
and I was left to ponder if I had been “done” 
by a fish. There’s nothing worse than trying 
to get to some sleep whilst thinking about 
this, especially when it’s your first fish from a 
new water and you’ve only a short session to 
rectify it. However, just before dawn the next 
morning, at 7.30, I did just that when my left 
rod woke me up with a full-blooded run. It first 
dropped back then slammed 
forward. This was the rod fished 
in the left of the bay in front of 
me. It felt good from the outset 
and I was worried that I might 
catch the other lines. I had back 
leaded about 30 to 40 yards 
back from the rig so once I got 
him back that far I just kept an 
eye on the other lines to see if 
they moved – this way I could 
gauge if I was under or over 
them. Thankfully, I managed to 
land the fish without hitting the 
other lines and my first Priory carp 
was in the net, which turned out 
to be a bit of a lump at 41lb 4oz. 
What a start! The fish was in great 
condition and had barely a mark 
in its mouth. Sam did the honours 
with the camera. 
 Andy arrived later in 

the morning with another breakfast 
roll! Shortly after devouring my second 
breakfast of the day, I reeled in and 
went to help Andy make a batch of bait. 
Now I’ve been rolling bait at home for 
many years now but was quite curious 
as to how it’s done on a commercial 
level. Andy had about every Nutrabaits 
ingredient there is and, as you can 
imagine, I was like a kid in a sweet shop. 
I don’t think my nostrils and sense of smell 
were right for a week! In about an hour 
and a half we had knocked out 50 kilos 
with ease. That’s hand rolled as well. All 
I can say is dough mixers, pneumatic air 
guns and a range of Shilham rolling tables 
make life so much easier. Suffice to say I 
was well impressed and learned a lot.

 After enjoying another fine meal laid on 
by the Bernard family and still stinking of Trigga 
I returned to my bivvy in the hope of another 
fish on my last night. So, it was back out in the 
boat to place my rigs for my last roll of the 
dice. In the morning I would be heading north 
and back to Ireland for the cooler months, 
so Sam and I were enjoying a few beers that 
evening when, at 11.30pm, the same rod was 
off again. Happily, this time my reward was a 
37lb 10oz mirror – another cracking fish. Again 
it had very little mouth damage and again 
it had fallen for the salmon elite. Thankfully 
Sam was there to take the photos as there is 
a no sacking policy on the lake. That was all 
the action I had and in the morning I packed 
the Defender and after saying my good byes 

started the long trek north.
 Although I didn’t spend much 
time on the rods on this short 
session I did manage to pull out 
two nice fish. It was especially 
nice to get them in their winters 
colours. Both the fish were in 
mint condition throughout and 
had virtually no mouth damage 
at all, which is sadly a lot more 
than I can say for some French 
fisheries. This shows me that the 
low angling pressure coupled 
with a quality Nutrabaits freezer 
bait-only policy and winter feed 
management strategy is definitely 
working. 
 On one final note I’m also happy 
to say that the full range of 
Nutrabaits is available in Ireland 

from Main Irish Angling in Dublin. It’s beneath 
me to say “get on it” so instead I’ll say acquire 
it, utilise it and achieve on it!!

Additional information on the lake can be 
found at www.priorycarplakes.com or on their 
Facebook page

DO’K

6. Mother and son reunited

7. One of three well designed, 
comfortable platform swims on Priory

8. My first Priory carp was a lump and 
weighed a pleasing 41lb 4oz! It was in 
excellent condition

9. I had another fish on my second and 
final night. A chunky 37lb 10oz. 

6

7

8

9
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Visit us: 
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre, 
Ballycoolin, 
Blanchardstown, 
Dublin 15

Phone us: 01-8991185

Email us: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com

Saber Floating weigh/
retention sling
Just €36.80

Sonik Black fly deal
Amazing value €120!

Now proudly stocking 
Nutrabaits

Ireland’s only tackle shop to be part of the 
brilliant new Korda24

Ridgemonkey Bivvy-lite 
Duo. Massive 2600mAh 

rechargeable battery

Full range of Eye Level 
Polaroid glasses now in stock

Sonik fold-out 
rucksack in stock

Nash Scope Black-Ops shelter
Goes up in seconds!

Reel repair service 
Now available!

Carp Couture clothing 
in stock

Carp
Pike
Coarse

Game
Sea
All under
one roof!

NEW Korda Singlez 
bankstick system 

In stock!

Now open 

Sundays 

10 - 4

http://www.mainirishangling.com
http://www.mainirishangling.com
http://www.mainirishangling.com
http://www.mainirishangling.com
http://mainirishangling.com
https://www.google.ie/maps/place/Main+Irish+Angling/@53.4106349,-6.3567062,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x48671291f44b1243:0x7f34f67ebafed025
http://www.mainirishangling.com
http://www.mainirishangling.com
http://www.mainirishangling.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBfB2R4t2esPUAx4F8k4d6w
http://www.mainirishangling.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uBmBJq0PGo
http://www.mainirishangling.com
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A river        somewhere...
David Bowles

My favoured way to fish during 
the summer months, and a bit 
in the winter of course, is to jig 
fish; a fast growing area of the 
sport. Even the fight from a small 
fish on light gear is very exciting. 
I normally use a lure rod with a 
rating of 3-15 grams and I find 
that it covers most of my light lure 
work when fishing for trout and 
perch. Inevitably you do end up 
hooking something bigger than 
you bargained for (like a large 
pike) but if you take your time 
most fish can be landed on even 
the lightest of tackle.
 The River Erne which 
flows through Enniskillen town is 
the perfect river for a wandering 
lure angler. There are many 
others as well a short distance 
from the town itself, mostly trout 
streams and there are also lots 
of developed lakes, each with 
something different to offer. 

The stretches near the town 
itself offers a host of different 
opportunities within a two mile 
walk. Most tactics will work 
here from heavy jerkbaits for 
the bigger pike to tiny little soft 
plastics for smaller predators. 
Each and every swim is 
different, as are the depths and 
features in each. Most contain a 
fish or two, maybe even more...
 Last summer I had one 
of my best ever day’s fishing 
around this location, teamed up 
with my fishing buddy, Robert. 
We both opted to fish jigs for 
perch and I went in armed with 
my trusty (and very affordable) 
3-15g fast-actioned Red Master 
from Cormoran and my little 
Trabuco reel loaded with fluoro 
yellow braid. Despite looking 
“unfishy” to some, I like bright, 
stand-out coloured braids for 
light lure fishing as it is easier 

to see against the water, often 
meaning bites can be spotted with 
ease before anything registers 
at the rod tip, such as on the 
drop (which often happens with 
perch, especially). I also had a 
lure bag with three reasonably 
sized boxes loaded with various 
soft lures, a few spare jig heads 
and snap links and two spools 
of fluorocarbon, one of 8lbs and 
the other being 10lb. With such 
a bright braid it is important to 
use a short leader to tie your bait 
onto. Like many others I join the 
braid to the fluoro’ via an Albright 
knot. Overall, it is important to 

Rivers; my favourite place to fish at any time of 
year but why, might you ask? The beauty of 
them is second to none, from crisp Winter days 

into the early flowers of Spring, to the lush green 
of Summer and the vibrant colours of Autumn, a 
river is always changing and always in motion. My 
experience has told me in my many years as a lure 
angler that, like rivers, no two days are ever the 
same and the approach must be varied as a result.

“ I like bright, stand-out coloured braids for light lure 
fishing as it is easier to see against the water, often 
meaning bites can be spotted with ease

Left: A lean, mean fighting fit summer river pike with exquisite markings

Right: Perch - usually it’s a case of find one and find lots on the rivers!
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keep things as light and as mobile 
as possible as a lot of walking 
is involved when searching out 
different swims.
 Anyway, on this particular 
red-letter day I was using some 
interesting new lures bought from 
Snapbaits. I started off rigging 
them on standard micro jig heads, 
anything from 1g up to 3g, with 
moderate success, catching perch 
on most drops but also missing 
loads of bites. The fish certainly 
weren’t massive but great sport, 
which is what this style of light 
tackle angling is all about. 
 At around 11 in the 
morning, having fished for 
around an hour or so I guess, I 
decided to change tactics and 
switched over to a more European 
method known as cheburashka. 
Originating in Eastern Europe, this 
is a hinged jig head “clip” in which 
you can use an offset hook; the 
beauty being that you can fish 
larger than average jig heads on 
micro lures, and swap sizes whilst 
keeping the same lure on. It also 
allows you to impart a lot of action 
into the soft lure - it is extremely 
effective and also allows you to 
fish a lot slower too, which is so 
much better when the fish aren’t 
really in a mood for chasing baits. 
Fishing down the edges and along 
structure was the way to go on 
the day and with a slow retrieve in 
3-second pauses, letting the lure 
flutter back down was working 
best for us. Each perch seemed 
prettier than the last and were all 
in great condition.
 By mid-afternoon I had 
landed around 60 perch - an 
epic day by anyone’s standards, 
but it was only to get better 
and we hadn’t even got to the 
other hotspots yet! After a brief 
sit down to look through each 
other’s tackle boxes (of course, 
as all anglers do!) we got back 

to it. I changed my lure colour 
from white to black and gold 
with a fluoro green tail, and 
also decreased weight size from 
3gram down to 2gram to give me 
a slower drop through the water, 
as we were going to a part of 
the river with very little flow and 
the extra weight was no longer 
needed. Fishing down the edges 
of the reeds was productive but 
I decided to cast long, out into 
the middle of the channel and 
received almost instant success 
by moving my small jig in slow 

pauses along the bottom, picking 
up a fish on virtually every single 
cast. They were mostly small 
pike but then a long slow take 
signified that something larger 
had taken a liking to my tiny 
lure - I knew straightaway what 
it was, a larger pike. After what 
seemed like forever (in reality only 
five minutes!) the fish was safely 
landed. It was a perfect example 
of a lean and very mean summer 
pike, with exquisite markings 
along its flanks.
 By late afternoon the 

“ Cheburashka is a hinged jig head “clip” in 
which you can use an offset hook; the beauty 
being that you can fish larger than average jig 
heads on micro lures, and swap sizes whilst 
keeping the same lure on

Above left: 
Daiwa Duckfin 
shads are one of 
my favourites

Above right: 
They catch pike 
as well as perch 
and trout!

Right: The perch 
kept coming 
but we had to 
change things as 
we went
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bites had started to 
dry up slightly so 
another change 
was required. 
My lure colour 
changed again, 
from black to 
a Tennesee 
shad 
(white and 
sliver with 
black dots 
throughout) 
and I had also 
gone back to 
standard jig 
heads. It had 
just been a day 
of swapping 
and changing 
baits and tactics 
to keep the fish 
coming. We finally 
admitted defeat 
at around 4pm and 

took a tally of what 
our day had been 
like. Believe it or not, 
between us we had 

around 200 perch, no 
monsters but superb 

sport nonetheless. We also 
had nine bonus pike, all 

of which were hard 
fighting and did 

lots of tail walking 
when hooked - 
exciting for any 

lure angler to witness 
and on light tackle the fight 
was really enjoyable.
 I look forward to many 
more days on the riverbank 
like that one and with the 
weather now finally improving 
after a long, dark and very 
wet winter and spring it 
hopefully won’t be too long 
before that happens! Who 
knows what the year will have 
in store but for me there is 
always a river somewhere...

DB 

“ It had just been a day of  
swapping and changing baits 
and tactics to keep the fish 
coming... no monsters but 
superb sport nonetheless

Left: One of over 
200 perch on a 
real red letter day

Main: Fishing 
soft plastics 
cheburashka 
style is a winner - 
check it out! 
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Mayfly memories
Anthony BAggott

PhotogrAPhy By Anthony BAggott & frienDs

he boat drifted on a gentle wave under a lowering sky, and a 
warm southerly wind wafted a mayfly past us. I looked across 
at Phillip. He nodded as another sailed past. Shouldn’t be long 
now… 

T
And, as if on cue, a splashy rise 50 yards 
ahead made us cast with extra attention. 
That was Lough Carra, perhaps 15 
years ago and one of the really 
good years I can remember. 
The weather was generally 
good for angling, there was a 
good hatch of fly and boy did 
we enjoy it. I can remember 

distinctly playing a hard-fighting Carra 
trout, tumbling in the lagoon-like 

waters, while a cuckoo sounded 
off mockingly from the 

whitethorns on the 
Brownstown shore, and 
thinking: this is a really 
special place.
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 Sadly, that, for me at least, was the last 
time that I saw a really good hatch of mayfly on 
Carra. A hatch that was so 
prolific that we described it 
one day as “snowing flies” 
We didn’t rush to get on the 
water, the hatch didn’t start 
till perhaps half eleven or 
twelve, and before long the 
series of splashy rises 
down the drift meant 
we were in business. 
Some days we had 
a third man dapping 
in the middle of the boat and the flies 
tumbling past were captured with a small 
net - no need to go hunting in the islands 
or buy them from young entrepreneurs at the 
harbourside! I can remember one particular 
day with a particular affection, as the night 
before saw me at a wedding celebration. 
Great intentions to leave early and be fresh for 
the next morning were gradually eroded by 
the craic and I remember seeing the bedside 
clock radio hit ten past three before I fell 
unconscious.

 It was a less than organised angler who 
met Phillip the next morning, who being of 
temperate nature (generally!) was bright-eyed 
and bushy-tailed. He pulled into Brownstown 
and thoughtfully threw me the Kelly kettle to 
brew up, while he loaded the gear. Really strong 
tea and lakeshore fresh air can do wonders and 

before long I was a bit more enthusiastic. The 
first major obstacle came when I realised I had 
left my wellingtons at home. A good wave rolled 
the long axis of Carra and I realised that even 
after getting a piggy back from Phillip I would 
ship some spray and splashes once aboard. 
However in the Irish countryside you are never 
far from plastic silage cover and baling twine 
and before long I had fashioned a pair of 

covers that would see me fairly comfortable 
for the day. There was a good few 

anglers tackling up so we chatted to 
them, as local knowledge is worth a 
fish or two and can save you some 

searching on big waters. The word on 
the street said that fish were moving around 
the back of the Twin Islands, so we motored 
the short distance and set a drift from deeper 
water into the shallows around the islands. I 
set up the fly rod, but the dapping rod nestled 
in the boards as well. Dapping will often beat 
the wet fly approach during the Mayfly and 
provides a welcome respite if you are fishing 

“ Sadly, that, for me at least, was the 
last time that I saw a really good hatch 
of mayfly on Carra. A hatch that was so 
prolific that we described it one day as 
“snowing flies” ”
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intensively for a few days in a row, a practice 
that can be very tiring. I shot a look back at the 
row of boats lining up behind us and reflected 
that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. 
I began casting with a team of flies in which 
I had complete confidence; an invicta on the 
tail, a golden olive bumble, a yellow dabbler 
and a bushy yellow partridge mayfly on the top 
dropper.

 Then the fly began to hatch and 
before long I saw the splashy rises ahead. The 
adrenaline began to pump and any lingering 
cobwebs were soon cast off as we both began 
to concentrate. A trailing oar was used to get 
us on the lie of the rising trout ahead. The 
morning that followed is a memory (sadly a rare 
memory) of trout fishing at its best. Carra can 
be unnerving, as in a gentle ripple trout can be 
seen coming from the depths to hit your fly. 
However, today the lake was turbulent with a 
good wave and the first take was a thump as a 
strong fish hit my tail fly like an express train. 
I’ve often heard debates about the hardest 
fighting fish in the Western lakes. All I can say is 
that on this morning, playing a fish of two and 
a half pounds, admittedly not an athlete in my 
prime after the nights socialising, I sometimes 
thought the fish was playing me!

 By lunchtime we had hooked and landed 
ten trout of various sizes, from a few inches 
up to my good fish, none of which were kept 
except one which bled steadily from the gill 
rakers and which we knew, from experience, 
was pointless to return. The Twins were a hive 
of activities. Boats moored to the back of boats, 
as all the shoreline was taken up. The general 
mood was giddy, with over-grown men acting 
like schoolchildren; everybody had had a good 
morning’s fishing. Kelly kettles were boiled 
and shared, the old hut busy as a late night 
takeaway after a disco, the smell of frying steak 
wafted upwards to the swarms of spinners 
above us in the trees. Slagging, comparing 
notes, planning the afternoon ahead, enjoying 
a unique experience in the angling year; we, 
bonded by a common love, became brothers 
in arms for a short while. It’s a memory, a good 
memory. Last year I fished Carra in mid-May 
and went ashore for lunch on my own, the sole 
boat on that part of the lake, a huge change 
which made me sad because it’s truly a unique 
place.  

 Anyway, at four o clock that afternoon 
the late night tiredness (and other factors 
possibly!) began to catch up on me. I left down 
the fly rod and took up the dapping rod, setting 

up with a two nice mayflies and set it adrift. 
We were now drifting near Horse Island and 
the breeze was skittering my dap along nicely. 
I felt my eyes growing heavy and sleepiness 
beginning to wrap me in a wooly cocoon. I was 
dozing when I heard Phillip roar and my eyes 
snapped open to see a swirl at the end of the 
blowline. Not knowing at what stage the take 
was in I lifted the rod and hit the fish. The water 
exploded and a trout, silver with coal-black 
spots, flung himself into the air. Four pounds, at 
least; droplets flying off him, warping his body 
in mid-jump, spade-like tail cutting the air. He 
hit the water and thump - the line went slack in 
my hands. I sat shaking and silence reigned. A 
puff of breeze blew the line over me and I gazed 

on the bare hook and a tiny sliver of tissue from 
the fishes jaw which hung there.

 I sighed and looking out over the lime 
juice-waters of the Carra, reflected that my 
nights carousing had cost me dear. All I could 
do was scratch my holiday beard (as our wives 
called our mayfly scruffiness) and reflect that 
soon it would be back to work, the “Gone 
Fishin’ ” sign would be taken off the office door 
and the chance of a great Mayfly moment 
would be gone for another year.

AB 

“ a trout, silver with coal-black spots, flung himself into the air. Four 
pounds, at least; droplets flying off him, warping his body in mid-
jump, spade-like tail cutting the air.”
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?EX ERTS

Ask the 
We recently introduced a new 
concept on our Facebook 
and Twitter pages - where 
you, loyal readers and 
followers, get to ask any 
question you want to our 
panel of experts!

Below is some of the most 
helpful, thought-provoking 
and entertaining material that 
resulted...

#askOtS

GAME
Jason Nash

COARSE
Ben Carvosso

SEA
Gary Robinson

Barry Shaughnessy I’ll get the ball rolling by asking Jason for some tips on Sea trout. Is 
fishing in the pitch dark essential? What kind of flies to use? Can I get away with a short 
leader, say 6ft to avoid tangles in the dark? What type of water to target and when? eg Pools 
after a flood. 

Jason Nash Hi Barry. Great question to get the ball rolling! 

To begin with, fishing in the dark is essential for the best, consistent sport. Fish may be 
caught at dusk but these are usually small. I would recommend fishing at dusk early/late in 
the season or if the sky is clear just before the moon rises. As for flies, stick to the rule - bright 

night bright fly, dark night dark fly. Good patterns include Medicine, Teal Blue and Silver, 
Executioner and Bibio. Dressed on singles 8 to 14 and small aluminium tubes. 

If fishing daytime, sport may be had as a flood recedes and there is a tinge of colour. Use 
small flies with jungle cock cheeks, such as a Dunkeld. Some use streamers during the 
height of floods with good results, however I am yet to try this method for sea trout (it’s great 
for brownies!) By all means use a short leader if you are more comfortable with it. I’ve seen 
leaders used as short as 4 feet fished from a floating line and fish were still caught! You would 
only get away with using one fly though and I would recommend this until you find your feet. 
At this time of year, target pools in the upper estuary of rivers and pools a couple of miles 
upstream of the tidal limit. Of course, they can be caught further upstream also but they will 
be more spread out and wont be as fresh. 

Sea trout are shy creatures and although they may be caught from any pool they favour pools 
with plenty of tree cover. During the first couple of hours of darkness sea trout will move into 
shallower water so target the heads and tails of pools. Be careful where you wade and if 
possible avoid it, especially on smaller rivers, like the Argideen for example. 

Off the Scale Jason - fluorocarbon at night, does it make any difference in your opinion?

Jason Nash Off the Scale I use fluorocarbon at night all the time but it is more out of personal 
preference than anything else. Many use Maxima or Drennan monofilament and the catch 
results are still similar. Advantages of using fluorocarbon though are the fact that there is less 
stretch so better contact is made when a sea trout takes (useful as fresh trout have softer 
mouthes), when I want the fly to sink a little quicker in deeper, faster or colder water and if 
fishing a particular area with rough ground it will offer better resistance as it can be difficult to 
steer fish away from rocks at night time when you can’t see them!

Fergal Scullier Question for Gary Robinson. As you know I’m mostly a coarse angler but I 
dabble in the other areas of angling. I’ve never caught a bass and it’s something I’d like to 
remedy. Have you any advice for the freshwater angler on bass hunting such as venue types, 
tides and baits/lures?

Gary Robinson Bass and their habits are as varied as any other species. Bass from one mark 
can be totally different to bass on others with regard to tidal stages, lure colour, etc. Location 
is the key whether you want to fish baits or lures is completely up to you. Rougher shallower 
ground that floods on a tide can be well targeted with lures when there’s not too much colour 
in the water. There’s a dazzling array but keep it simple; there’s no need to spend the earth on 
them. I’d prefer crab and/or lug baits but razors work very well after rough weather too.

Off the Scale What would be the number one feature to look out for then Gary in your opinion 
when searching for bass on marks you don’t know very well?

Gary Robinson Really it depends on the mark. Not a direct answer I know. Rough ground 
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                                #askOtS

with gulleys is a good bet with obvious signs of feed at low tide. Fishing this on an incoming 
tide will give you a good chance of seeing if there’s anything there. Probably the best way 
to get to know a beach mark is to fish it 5 - 6 times at different stages of tide to see how it 
responds. A lot of lads in this day and age are looking for instant results when the reality of 
fishing is needing to put the time in.

Try to keep the following equation in mind:

Time + effort = rewards!

Cathal Molloy Question for Ben. How would you approach a new venue. Very little 
information available about the lake very limited shore access about 8 acres in size. What 
steps would you take in fishing the lake?

Ben Carvosso Hey Cathal. I love doing as much exploring as possible.. so many lakes I 
would like to try, but sadly not enough time in our lifetimes. My first approach is usually 
asking locals. I don’t know how many times when out looking at waters you will meet a farmer 
working near by. I will always have a chat. Most are very friendly and think I am mad when 
asking about pike or coarse fishing but as they have most likely lived in the area their entire 
lives, they will have some sort of info even if it is a bit sketchy. Talking to them also gives you 
a heads up on access.... 

In the past year or two I bring my castable fish finder and 20 minutes casting it about, can 
give you an idea of what you are dealing with depth wise along with some fishy features and 
ledges. I would try and find a likely looking area with depths of 5 - 15 ft with some sort of 
depth variant. If I had a good feeling about the place I would trickle some bait in and come 
back early in the morning or in the evening looking for signs of bubbling or fish rolling. Even 
if I didn’t have signs of fish but got some concrete evidence of tench in the lake I would give 
it a few hours in the morning or evening. Unlike bream fishing, I don’t find a lot of prebaiting 
is needed if you can find an likely area to fish. A quick rake and one lot of bait going in, then 
coming back early or late should be enough to give you a chance of a fish... 

If you have positive results then I would stick at it and after a few sessions you will start to 
build a picture. I fished a Virgin lake for tench not so long ago. apart from shelving down in 
the margins to 14 ft very quickly there were no other features on the lake. Literally a bowl. One 
spot on the bank jutted out thus making a slight bay. I targeted this corner as it seemed to be 
a natural area the fish would have to pass. I baited up with half a bucket and gave it a rake 
and fished it the following morning and managed three tench which I doubt had been caught 
before. Obviously all lakes differ and a lot of times may see a blank but nothing ventured 
nothing gained.

Off the Scale What would be the make up of your prebait for tench Ben? Particles or 

groundbait?

Ben Carvosso It varies to what I have in my fishing shed lol.. However, a mix of dead 
maggots, chopped worm, corn, pellet and hemp rarely goes wrong....

Christy O Neill Question for Ben. How do you go about finding a new tench water & what 
things would you look for i.e. location of water/is it connected to a main water course. What 
would be most important? 

Ben Carvosso Hey Christy... This is a lot like the other question regarding fishing a new 
tench lake so if you read that it shows some basic things I do when searching out new lakes. 
However as you are well aware tench are spreading into new waterways all the time and you 
could say fishing for them in Ireland has never been so good... They seem to be expanding all 
the time through the Erne and Dromore systems and interconnecting lakes like wildfire which 
can only be a good thing. 

From doing a bit of research, tench will travel quite long distances through small drains and 
rivers and happily make their way into new lakes. A good example would be their introduction 
into Lough Melvin. I read a post on a trout forum where they were blaming rogue coarse 
anglers for stocking them in there. The truth of the matter is that although they haven’t shown 
up in any of the Water Framework Directive surveys on the lake, they have been in the lake 
many, many years. They came from a couple of lakes that straddle the border and made their 
way down some drains and rivers that if you looked at them, you wouldn’t think they would 
inhabit tench. If you look at the many connecting drains in the Strokestown area they have 
navigated these to populate some of the lakes that didn’t initially receive stocking from the 
IFT/CFB/IFI. Tench do seem to find Ireland’s lakes and rivers as an ideal habitat for them to 
thrive in and although we don’t get the massive gravel pit tench over here that they have in 
the UK, our many waterways are perfect for them.

Off the Scale Like carp, tench were stocked throughout the country back in the late 50s, 
60s and 70s. Although carp persisted in only a handful of waters, tench thrived almost 
everywhere, including the Strokestown area. Tench were dotted around the country before 
Ireland had a fisheries authority stocking fish, i.e. Inland Fisheries Trust from 1953 onwards. 
When small, tench basically hide away in weed to avoid predation, this being one of the 
reasons you rarely see baby tench. They are very cryptic in their behaviour. This is in contrast 
to carp (who have similar water temperature requirements for spawning) whose fry roam 
around searching for food leaving themselves much more open to being eaten!

Christy O Neill Ben what importance, if any, would put on hook size and hookbait when 
tench fishing is hard? As the season goes on are there feeding times or have you seen a 
pattern?

Ask the experts
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Ben Carvosso Early season Christy I find you can use quite crude tactics and when float 
fishing in tight spots wouldn’t worry about using 10lb hook length with a 10 or 12 hook. I may 
miss getting a few bites but I think if the fish are feeding properly you can get them and have 
a good chance of landing them. If using maggots I will always have a tub of floaters and also 
include one fake just to give the bait some buoyancy. I think this is important. 

I usually find mornings more productive in the early summer too but that can vary from water 
to water. As the season wears on I would scale down slightly from the 3-4 grains of corn on 
the hook or 6-8 maggots and mainly use one fake caster on the shank with 2-3 real ones. 
This also depends on the roach or rudd population. This year they have been a nightmare 
and I could rarely even tip a corn bait with one maggot or it would be demolished. In these 
instances I would try a pellet or even paste. There are no hard and fast rules to these. What I 
may find works on the lakes I fish may be next to useless on other lakes. It’s just from sticking 
to a couple of waters in the last few years that I have been able to try and gage the tench’s 
reactions to various methods.... I also have as many blanks as the next man... but we all try to 
figure out things our own way. Sometimes it works, sometimes the fish laugh at you. The joys 
of tench fishing....

James Sullivan How old is pike in Ireland, is pike indigenous to Ireland, how many types of 
pike do we have in the northern hemisphere i.e. Esox lucius etc?

Bill Brazier James, I’ll jump in here ahead of Ben. Pike have been here a long time. Recent 
genetic work by Debbi Pedreschi suggested, with very convincing evidence, that pike are 
almost certainly native to Ireland. This finally put to rest (or at least should have done) the 
“pike are not native” argument shoved down peoples throats by IFI and their predecessors 
for decades. In fact, the outcome of this research is one of the huge points raised in the 
recent and ongoing movement against IFI and their archaic “pike management” (read: killing) 
policies. Incidentally, genetics are and will continue to prove a lot of our generally held 
opinions on species colonisation and origins wrong! Rudd, for example, are almost certainly 
native (archaeological records) and a genetic study would prove this, in my opinion. For 
anyone interested in understanding the complete propaganda and downright lies spread 
by our fisheries boards through the years about pike, where they came from and what their 
impact is then look no further than Frank Barbe & Shane Garrett’s excellent review on pike 
in Ireland from some years ago. Essential reading for anyone who wants to get some idea of 
the truth about pike in Ireland. Sadly their research was not (to my knowledge?) published 
in a scientific journal, which would have added a lot of weight to it. It still doesn’t mean the 
research is wrong though! See info here http://homepage.eircom.net/~sheelin/IPSPikeInIre.
html

James Leahy My question aimed at Gary is this.. Chris O’Sullivan you know a thing or two 
about this that you might share. You arrive on a beach, a new venue, you plan to scrub 
around to see whats about. What are the main tricks or technique to do this successfully. 
What are the key points to your rig i.e extra length, step down hook size, beads or no beads, 
lighter snoods etc. Some people are lethal at this so it definetly isn’t a case of chuck it and 
see.

Gary Robinson Admittedly I wouldn’t know where to start with this one, what with needing 
the kayak to be almost surgically removed at this stage! Looking forward to the answer 
though because with the recent arrival [newborn] I foresee a lot more ‘land based’ fishing over 
the next year or two!

Chris O’Sullivan I think we are blessed at this day in age with the Internet. It certainly saves 
a whole pile of leg work when trying to find new rock marks and beaches to fish. Google 
Earth is invaluable to me when starting a search, often it will have images that give away the 
features and deep holes on a beach. Also a peek at the beach from the road or high vantage 
point is another trick. The old saying ‘still waters run deep’ holds true on the beach too. 
Patches of flat water within the waves can often be the deeper areas where food and small 
fish are washed into. I try to get my baits in and around these. I tend to shorten my rigs and 
snoods in rough weather and lengthen them in calm sunny conditions. I’ve tried everything 
from 3 ft 3 hook flappers to 15ft 3 hook rigs (brutal to cast) getting to know the sand patterns 
is also a good indicator of the ground you will be fishing into 

Off the Scale Cheers for that input Chris, great answer!

James Leahy Thanks Chris. What lead style do you find yourself using most?

Chris O’Sullivan The pyramid lead is a lead that I have found myself using an awful lot. I find 
the ball leads largely ineffective in competitions because you’re always watching out for the 
neighbouring pegs [encroachment]

We hope you found that interesting and maybe learned a thing or two in 
the process. Be sure to keep an eye out for the next round of our Ask the 
Experts on our social media pages during August.

Why not get involved? #askOtS
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Much more 

than just 

tuna fishing!

Based in Donegal we have some of the best 
SHARK & mixed REEF FISHING in Ireland!

We also offer DOLPHIN & WHALE watching trips 
along with breathtaking WILDLIFE & SCENERY tours

Bottom fishing (all species) APRIL-AUGUST
Shark fishing JULY & AUGUST
Tuna fishing MID AUGUST-MID NOVEMEBR

Contact Adrian Molloy on 074-9738818 or 085-8567460

    or follow us on

BOOK 

NOW!

SPACES 

GOING 

FAST

** New Irish record Smooth hound **
ON THE NIGH OF JUNE 11TH DEAN QUIGLEY CAUGHT A NEW IRISH 
RECORD* SMOOTH HOUND, A FISH WHICH SMASHES THE PREVIOUS 
RECORD OF 19LB 0OZ, SET BY GARECH MURPHY IN 2015, OUT OF SIGHT! 
WE ASKED DEAN TO GIVE US A QUICK RUN DOWN OF THE CAPTURE...

* Dean’s huge fish will qualify as a new Irish record if accepted by the Irish Specimen Fish Committee (ISFC)

Weight: 24.85lb (24lb 133/5 oz)
“Conditions on the night were reasonably calm, with high 
pressure over the country. High water was at approx. 10.45pm, 
so I started fishing at around half 8 and fished after midnight. 
The fish was hooked on fresh peeler crab at 10.15ish on the 
south Wexford coast. The fish fought like a tiger and was 
landed on light continental-style tackle.

I had a few dogfish and a surprise codling that night as well 
along with a few other hounds but these were all reasonably 
small. There was a tope taken and a few other hounds 
further along the beach, including one just over 10lb.

I’d like to add that this is the second 20lb+ fish I’ve taken in the area in the last two years”
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The life of a small boat angler
Words by Barry Murphy  Photography by Barry Murphy & friends

s I am sitting 
here writing 
this article I 
am taking 
a break 
from what 
has been a 
hectic week 
of trace 
making. This 
w e e k e n d 
(2nd-3rd July) 
is the highlight 
of the boat match angling calendar in 
Ireland, with the biggest competition of 
the year, the Master Angler, being held 
out of Crosshaven, Co. Cork. The weather 
is not looking great but after all the good 
weather and chances to get out since the 
last issue we cannot complain. As usual, 
when it comes to preparation the amount 
and variation of traces vastly outweighs 
the number required for the weekend. On 
the plus side the rig wallets are well stocked 
for the rest of the year!
 As I said, the weather has been 
great since the last issue and we have had 
a good number of outings including two 
trips to Kilmore and one to Dungarvan. The 
first trip big was with my friend Eddie, which 
coincided with the end of my exams and 
the start of my holidays. A long day was 
planned with an early morning session for 
a few shad on the Barrow, followed by a 
quick stop for breakfast and to hitch up the 
boat and give the bass a go. The first part 
of the plan was a great success, seeing 

me land a very unexpected 
salmon, a first for me and at 
around 12lb a cracking fish, 
one I will never forget. I also 
managed a few shad later on 
in the morning meaning it was 
time for plan B.
 With the boat in the 
water for 9.30am the intention 
was to fish the very start of the 
push and up to the top of the 
tide. The setup for the day consisted of two 
light rods each with two simple two-hook 
flappers with long snoods of around 36 
inches in length. The bait was fresh peeler 
crab and rag worm which I had dug and 
collected the previous day. The mark we 
were fishing tends  to fish in bursts over 
certain parts of the tide and it is amazing 
how winds and the strength of tide effect 
the fishing. You can get a flurry of fish for 
half an hour and go quite, or you can get 
a good solid few hours fishing. This trip saw 

me land a small schoolie bass first cast and 
it then went quite for an hour. Then it was 
Eddies turn with a steady run of bass over 
the next few hours leaving me to only one 
more schoolie bass and a few flounder. 
Most of the fish fell to crab baits, with 
Eddie having the better fish on the day. 
Most of the bass were a couple of pounds 
and the best was 6.5lb. After a few hours 
of consistent fishing it quietened off and 
as the effects of the early start were now 
setting in we decided to call it a day and 
head for home. 

ith a nice session on the bass fresh in our 
minds, Eddie and I decided to give the 
bass another shot a few days later. The 
same plan was put in place, with the same 
bait, traces and state of the tide picked, 
although this time the tides strength 
had fallen away a bit from 4m to 3.5m. 
Fishing was scratchy with only a few good 

flounder and a small bass, even though I 
did lose two better fish at the side of the 
boat around the 3 or 4lb mark which really 
put up a good account of themselves.  
With the period of action not lasting as 
long on this trip we decided a change of 
tactics was in order. As with most anglers, 
at the start of each year I set out my plans 
and hopes for the year ahead, many of 
which are trying new venues and for new 
species. The plan and what I actually fit in 
differ greatly but once at least some are 
achieved I am normally happy. 
 This trip was also an opportunity to 
try and tick one off the list. I had heard a 
few years back of local fishermen getting 
black bream early in the year on the edge 
of one of the local reefs.  From the bass 
mark this reef was only a short trip away 
so with nothing to lose we upped anchor 
and headed for the reef. It was not long 
before we had the anchor set and we 
were fishing again, the same rods and bait 
with a slight change of trace to a three 
hook flapper with shorter snoods and a 
bit of bling (beads and spinner blades) 
above the hook.  From the start there was 
a steady flow of fish, alas not the targeted 

A

W

 Our small boat angler has had a very busy few weeks!

As with most anglers, at the start of each year 
I set out my plans and hopes for the year 
ahead, many of which are trying new venues 
and for new species 

“

A nice surprise whilst fishing for Twaite shad down at St. Mullins on 
the River Barrow - my first salmon!

My pal Eddie with a lovely 6.5lb bass which made a very early start well worth it

A nice flounder caught recently whilst targetting bass
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bream but pollock, coalfish, Ballan wrasse 
and the inevitable dogfish. We didn’t give 
it long but we had good fishing and the 
biggest was maybe 2lb - on the lighter rods 
this was great fun. It really pays to match 
the gear to the fish, with the days of 50lb 
class rods and Penn 4/0 reels for all types of 
boat fishing now a thing of the past. Most 
of the fish fell to rag only the odd dog and 
wrasse taken on crab. 

ur next trip out was for the second of our 
club competitions of the year and it was 
held out of Dungarvan aboard a new 
charter boat called Algerine, skippered 
by David Hehir. This is a lovely roomy boat 
and the skipper couldn’t have done more 
to help with the scoring and marking of the 
cards. On this trip the day was broke into 
two competitions. One was going to be 
on the drift and one at anchor for rough 
ground reef fishing.  We had a full boat on 
the day and the gear and rods varied but 
most people had rag worm and mackerel 

y next trip was a tow-away to Kilmore 
Quay, Co. Wexford, this time with two 
friends, Eddie and Paul, both themselves 
small boat owners. We hoped for an 
early launch and were aiming to target 
four species over the day, namely tope, 
Smooth hound, Bullhuss and black bream. 
I had dug fresh rag and lug worms and 
collected peeler crab from the traps and, 
thanks to Paul, who was out in his own boat 
the night before in Cork Harbour, we also 
had around 50 fresh mackerel on ice. 
 Being from Waterford, Cork and 
Kilkenny respectively, we decided to meet 
at 5am on the N25  just outside Waterford. 
Expectations were high and it wasn’t 
many fishing stories later before we arrived 
at Kilmore and had the boat in the water. 
Kilmore has a lot of shallow reefs which are 
exposed at low tide as well as some strong 
tidal races so caution is needed and the 
knowledge of how to read your plotter and 
know your tides is a must. It’s also a good 
idea to ask someone with local knowledge 
about the area. As it was my first time 
launching here I was lucky that Eddie was 
familiar with the area and so we were 
soon on the way to our first mark. Having 

as bait as well as soft plastics (rubber 
Eddiestone eels and jellyworms) for the 
pollock. For the pollock and coalfish on 
the plastics, gilling traces were used and 
these were flicked out or dropped to the 
bottom and slowly retrieved. It is surprising 
how high in the water you will sometimes 
catch the pollock. It is great to first feel 
a few plucks and then bang as the hard 

fighting pollock hits the lure 
on light gear - brilliant sport.  
For the bait, a mixture of 
three hook flappers and 
three down traces were 
used.  None of the anglers 
were too familiar to the 
ground off Dungarvan and 
it was refreshing to get out 
over new water. The fishing 
was slow enough and the 
competition was tight, 
with a mixture of pollock, 
dogfish, coalfish, conger, 
ling, Ballan and Cuckoo 
wrasse, Poor cod, cod and 
our first mackerel of the year 
(always good to get fresh 
bait) The cod were scarce 
but what were caught were 
good ones.  The weather 
conditions on the day 
couldn’t have been better; 
the sea was like a mirror and 
the visibility in the water was 
a good 10-15ft down. This 
was great but also annoying 
when I saw two pollock 
falling off my trace about 
10ft below the boat!
 As well as the fishing 
the wildlife in the area was 
astonishing. The amount 
of basking sharks was 

incredible, we easily saw a 
dozen, as well as dolphins and a Minke 
whale! On the day the results of the 
competition were very close but I did 
manage two wins and it was great to see 
new club members doing well and getting 
into the competition side of things. 
 A small break from the fishing was 
then needed for some maintenance 
on the trailer. This is vital as a small boat 
angler, and an ongoing task - putting 
a trailer in and out of salt water causes 
corrosion and no matter how well looked 
after, parts need constant checking and 
parts replacing.

It really pays to match the gear to the fish, with the 
days of 50lb class rods and Penn 4/0 reels for all 
types of boat fishing now happily a thing of the past

“

The Black bream didn’t show but we still had great fun anyway

O
Alan Walshe with a nice cod out of Dungarvan during our club competition. They 
were scarce but the ones we caught were decent

Regular, detailed maintenance on boats and trailers is essential. 
Seawater is a powerful foe!

M
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judged the tides, the first mark was going 
to be the one for black bream. With the 
anchor set, the three of us geared up using 
a mixture of three hook flappers and three-
down traces baited with worm and crab 
baits tipped off with squid and mackerel 
strips. Unfortunately the bream didn’t play 
ball but there was no shortage of fish with 
gurnards, dabs, dogfish and cod falling to 
the baits. 
 It wasn’t long before it was time to 
move to the next mark, for Smooth hounds. 
They didn’t show at first but we were kept 
busy with plenty of other fish. Just as we 
were starting to think about moving again 
Paul hooked into his first ever hound. Not a 
huge fish but it was not long before he had 
another and bigger fish aboard. Eddie 
added two hounds soon 
after while I kept 
the dogfish and 
dabs busy, but it 
was the first of 
the four planned 
species down. 
 A 20 
minute spin in flat 
calm conditions 
at full speed saw 
us over different 
(rougher ) ground 
and anchored 
for a go at tope 
and Bullhuss.  
A change to 
heavier gear was 
required, with 6/0 
to 8/0 one-hook 
flowing traces 
(wire snoods) 
baited with 
mackerel fillets or 
whole mackerel 
with the back 
bone removed 
( a d d i t i o n a l 
movement in the 
water).  As soon 
as the baits were 
on the seabed 

we were getting bites and were soon into 
huss. First up was Paul with a cracking 
fish of over 12lb . With the ratchets set 
and waiting for a screaming run from a 
tope, the bullhuss kept coming over the 
next two hours, all of which were 8lb and 
12lb+ - good fish indeed. That run from a 
tope never materialised but with around 
twenty good Bullhuss and dogfish - two of 
the four target species - under our belts 
we decided to try for a bream again at a 
different stage of the tide. 

  It was one of 
those rare, glass-
calm days and 
the boat was 

soon back where we had started. As 
earlier, we were into plenty of cod, dabs 
and dogs straightaway but sadly those 
bream remained elusive. Overall, we were 
happy with how the trip went, especially 
considering it was early in the year for the 
venue. Kilmore has some great fishing but 
the tides and currents there are dangerous 
and need to be looked into before going. 
It has a great slip but remember that there 
is a charge of €25 to launch. The road from 
Kilmore to the main Rosslare road is also 
slow for towing!

ext up I was back to Kilmore again, this 
time having been invited to fish with Martyn 
Rayner aboard his boat Screaming Reels 
with my pal Eddie Butler again. We were 
joined by two English boat anglers over 
for a practice week before the Rosslare 
Small Boat festival in September. This is a 
well-run, week-long species competition 
for small boat anglers and is well worth 
going to. The weather was not as good 
on that day as previous trips but aboard 
Screaming Reels you wouldn’t know the 
difference.  The main task of the day was 
to try for a specimen smoothie but first off 
we tried for mackerel. We got enough 
for bait even though they were patchy.  

Before long we were anchored up 
on a Smooth hound mark and 

surprisingly after all the joking 
about how hard it is to get 
a conger eel for the species 
competition in Kilmore I 
managed a strap conger 
on my first drop! After this 

we had cod, dogfish, 
a nice Bullhuss and a 

few nice hounds to 
around 5lb but 

no specimens 
(over 6.62lb). 

Above: Paul Twomey playing and landing (inset) his first Smooth hound
Right: Again the Black bream eluded us out of Kilmore but the huss fishing was superb!

anchored for tope and bullhuss... with 6/0 to 8/0 one-
hook flowing traces (wire snoods) baited with mackerel 
fillets or whole mackerel with the back bone removed 

“ N
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 A call over the radio told us that one 
of the other boats was catching plenty 
of ray so we followed suit and quickly 
changed marks and tactics, which saw 
Martyn into a thornback ray on the first 
cast. Of course we then thought we were 
on for some good ray fishing but after that 
all that showed was dabs and dogfish, 
with a surprising good-sized ling over 
clean ground to Eddie. With things not 
going to plan we agreed to go back on 
the hounds, this time choosing a mark not 
far from where I fished the week before in 
my own boat.  We arrived a bit early and 
the tide had yet to begin pushing enough 
so we decided to drift a nearby reef for a 
while. Just looking for bites, we used typical 
baited feathers or three-hook flappers with 
rag/lug and mackerel. The fishing was 
hectic, with loads of pollock, wrasse and 
cod. The action on light gear was great 
over the two short drifts and a few bonus 
cod were taken for the table. In the end, 
although we did try for the smoothies at 
the right stage of the tide, we could only 
manage a few small ones. Such is life.

local trip on 
my own boat 
again saw 
Eddie and I 
back after 
a specimen 
S m o o t h 
hound. The 
weather in the 
last few weeks 
had been 
changeable 
and looking 
at the days 
that suited us, 
Wednesday 
22nd June 
looked the 
best. Given 
the tide times 
and it forecast 
to “blow up” in 
the afternoon, 
we launched 
in Dunmore at 
sun rise. First 
up was a tried 
and tested 
s m o o t h i e 
mark and with a bag of ruby dubby - made 
of crushed hardback crab - attached to 
the anchor chain we were soon fishing. 
Uptide rods were fished with simple two-
down rigs  baited with frozen peeler and 
“softies”*. I also snuck out a light set up 
to try out a few rigs in preparation for the 
Masters. It was not long before we were 
into the hounds and on my second cast 
I struck into a fish which ran and took a 
lot of line and stopped dead, mid-water. 
I thought I was into a really big smoothie, 
especially as I had seen a friend land one 
of 13lb off the shore in the area a few days 
earlier. However, disappointingly it turned 
out to be a double shot of small hounds of 
3lb and 5lb! In fact, I had two double-shots 

that day, which produced fish no larger 
than 5lb. Happy with my light set up having 
caught stacks of small dabs, doggies and 
Tub gurnards, I tried for a tope but that 
wasn’t very successful either. Hopefully in 
the next issue I will write about ticking a 
Waterford tope off my wish list! 
 For small boat anglers things are 
really heating up and hopefully over the 
next two months (July & August) we will 
have plenty of opportunities to get out. As 
I sign off, the Blue shark are already being 
caught and it’s looking like a very good 
summer for the small boat angler!

BM

KNOW YOUR CRABS!
Anglers typically refer to crabs 
according to their life stage, 
these being “hardbacks”, 
“peeler” and “softies”.

Hardbacks can be of several 
species and are crabs in their 
normal (hard shelled) state. 
Peeler are when crabs are 
beginning to absorb water 
(from Spring onwards)to help 
pop off or peel their shell in 
order to grow. Softies are the 
stage after the peel when 
the new shell has yet to fully 
harden. Both peeler and 
softies are excellent baits for 
many species

* A

The sun rises over another day at Dunmore and enthusiasm, as ever, is high

One of two “double-shots” of smoothies from a recent day off the South East coast
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BIG BREAM 
musings

Now that I’ve a few fish under my belt 
using 21st century techniques, the Editor 
has cajoled me into sharing a few tentative 
observations based on an admittedly small 
number of big fish and an embarrassingly 
high number of blanks...

By Colm Crean
Photography by Colm Crean & friends

The many blanks are frustrating not just 
because I prefer to catch fish, but also 
because when the bream population is 

very low I can never be sure exactly why I’ve 
blanked, or what I’m doing right or wrong.  
Nor can I be sure that the fish haven’t visited 
my swim and ignored my banquet. I can’t 
subscribe to the inverted snobbery that turns 
blanks into a virtue or a boast (“Three months 
without a bite?  That’s nothing – I once spent 
5 years up a tree, just scanning the water!”).  I 
persevere simply because I’m obsessed, and 
because I suspect fishing satisfies some deep-
seated need, going back to hunter-gatherer 
times.  The contrast with my 9-5 office job 
couldn’t be greater, and I recall reading that 
people with seasonal hobbies (I’m a gardener 
as well as a fisherman) tend to enjoy better 
mental health than the average. Then again, 
I’ve also heard that this is true of eccentrics, 
so I’m not sure which of those scenarios 
applies in my case!
  Time spent blanking doesn’t 
weigh heavily mainly because I enjoy reading 
and watching the wildlife.  Just recently I’ve 
had a kingfisher land on my rod for the first 
time ever (I was motionless and out of sight), 
but my all-time highlight was seeing a long-
eared owl swoop down silently over my head, 

BELOW
A SEPTEMBER-CAUGHT BIGGIE OF 11LB 
13OZ. APRIL AND MAY CAN BRING EXCELLENT 
FEEDING BUT DO NOT NEGLECT THE AUTUMN!

Part 2
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“ blanks are frustrating... because when the bream 
population is very low I can never be sure exactly 
why I’ve blanked, or what I’m doing right or wrong”

while I was lying on the bank star-gazing.
  I still land the occasional tench, 
so not all my blanks are truly a blank. And 
if I’m entirely honest, my photos sustain me 
too, although my obsession goes far beyond 
the need to update the screensaver on my 
PC. Sharing photos with fellow anglers is of 
course enjoyable, but it creates a misleading 
impression, as there are few photos recording 
the blanks. But it also invariably leads to a 
discussion of what works and what doesn’t 
work, and what the “secret” is.   Well, if there 
is a secret, I wish someone would share it 
with me! Successful sportsmen often use 
clichés like “it’s 25% ability, 25% luck, and 
50% hard work” or similar variants such as 
“the more I practice, the luckier I get”.  Bream 
fishing in my view requires a different take on 
things.  My percentages don’t add up to 100%, 
because they’re sequential, and each criterion 
is worth nearly 100% in its own right: 

It’s 100% choice of venue – if there are no doubles in that 
lake, you’re never going to catch a double. But, let’s assume 
you know of a lake that contains doubles...

Then it’s at least 90% conditions. I’m persuaded Bill Collins 
is on to something with his theory about bream feeding on a 
falling barometer. Thus, being warm, cloudy and windy is by 
no means a necessity, and bright sunshine needn’t be the 
kiss of death - I’ve had lots of success in bright sunshine, 
albeit usually with coloured water. But I suspect Bill’s falling 
pressure trumps everything else.

Then it’s 100% location within the lake. The nearest fish 
could be 300 or 600 yards away, and if the conditions aren’t 
right (as above) they’re probably suspended motionless in 
mid-water, and disinclined to go foraging. But if you are lucky 
enough to stumble on one of their lying-up spots, you could 
hit the jackpot.  Yes, pre-baiting may help to draw them to 
your swim … but that’s much more likely if they’re moving 
around, which in turn is more likely if the conditions are right!

Then it’s down to putting the time in. If you’re as obsessive 
as I am, you simply can’t wait around for all the boxes to be 
ticked, and you’ll end up fishing anyway just to satisfy the 
primordial urge. It’s hard to know whether my stubbornness 
is an advantage or a curse – I don’t know anyone else as 
single-minded and as willing to tolerate blanks. Even after the 
most miserable session, no sooner am I driving home than 
I’m plotting the next trip, with renewed enthusiasm.  Before I 
quit at the end of a fruitless session, I usually bait up a new 
swim, and this is a great restorative.

BELOW
A NEAR SPECIMEN-SIZED TENCH. FISH LIKE 
THESE HELP MAKE THE OFTEN LONG, LONG 
WAIT FOR A BIG BREAM MORE BEARABLE

%BIG BREAM 
percentages

1
2

3

4
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But… pre-baiting can trap you into persisting with the same 
swim for too long, and throwing good money (time and 
bait) after bad.  The counter-argument is “they just need 
more time to find the bait”, but most of the fish I’ve had this 
century have come pretty soon after starting, rather than on 
the second day.  So when I’ve chosen the right spot, the 
dividends have come soon after.  If the first day is blank, I 
try to force myself to move after that first day and night, but 
it’s not always easy once I’m settled.  

The amount of pre-bait has to matter when you’re fishing 
for just one or two fish, and particularly on the day that you 
actually fish.  The idea that bream respond best to heavy and 
repeated pre-baiting is deeply ingrained, and is undoubtedly 
true for large shoals, but it doesn’t cover tiny populations. 
Even with large numbers, location and weather conditions 
are more key to success than pre-baiting.  In 20 years of big 
catches at NaGlack and Monalty, Jimmy and I never used 
more than 5-6lbs groundbait, 2 pints of maggots and 1 or 2 
cans of corn in any one day; often considerably less.  Think, 
too, of the many big match-winning bream catches taken on 
the feeder (e.g. Tom Pickering’s recent 241lbs in 5 hours in 
Enniskillen). If you’re lucky enough to be in a swim that the 
bream inhabit by choice on that occasion, then it needn’t take 
much feed to keep picking them off all day.

It’s to do with probability – if you offer a fish tens of 
thousands of varied particles to choose from, clearly it could 
quickly fill up without even noticing your hookbait. There’s 
also an argument for making your hookbait stand out, e.g. by 
size (corn stacks), behaviour (critically balanced, or pop-up) 
or colour. That’s the rationale behind my spaghetti, chopped 
up to resemble small maggots, but with the hookbait maggots 
more eye-catching - but of course I can’t prove that any of 
these theories work!

I don’t worry unduly about the make-up of my pre-bait.  When I’m 
actually fishing, I’ll use fairly small amounts of sweetcorn and trout 
pellets, some groundbait if the water is deep and coloured, and 
handfuls of maggots and casters. Maggots and casters are too 
costly for pre-baiting in any quantity, but maggots on the hook are 
a great means of establishing very quickly what (if anything) is in 
your swim, and whether the swim needs topping up. Having said 
that, I’m definitely a convert to artificial baits.  I’ve had fish on 
fake corn, fake maggots and fake casters so far, – and I’ll always 
have fake baits on at least one rod nowadays, and on both rods 
during the night so that my sleep is relatively undisturbed.

ABOVE
AN AUTUMN BREAM OF 11LB 7OZ CAUGHT ON A SINGLE HAIR-RIGGED GRAIN 
OF FAKE CORN, A BAIT I HAVE HUGE CONFIDENCE IN THESE DAYS

“ Yes, pre-baiting may help to draw them to your 
swim … but that’s much more likely if  they’re moving 
around, which in turn is more likely if  the conditions 
are right!”

5

6

7

8
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If I’m pre-baiting a few days before fishing, then I’ll bulk up with cheaper ingredients 
like stewed wheat, flaked maze (broken up into tiny pieces) and chopped spaghetti. The 
trend amongst big-fish specialists has been towards particles rather than groundbait in 
recent years, but arguably groundbait is still the ultimate particle bait – just think back 
to the huge catches that visiting English anglers enjoyed throughout the 1960s and 1970s, 
using just sacks of groundbait.

While April-May can see pre-spawning bream feed with abandon, the autumn can also 
be productive. Over the years I’ve had six doubles in the second half of October.

Finally, then – and only when those earlier boxes have been ticked - it’s down to tactics, 
presentation, and innate angling ability. I’m still learning and playing catch-up in this 
regard!  

Accurate feeding and casting is definitely important, and this is 
where advances like the spod/spomb and line-clip are great levellers. 
Even then, years of practice help – e.g. a cast that describes a high arc, 
before the line hits the clip, will land far short of a cast with a trajectory 
more like a low-flying missile. In strong cross-winds, the latter approach 
(with feathering) is needed.  At long range, I would normally bait an area 
about 12ft x 6ft – the width making allowances for two rods. At closer 
range, those dimensions would be halved.  

One thing I definitely need to improve on is my hook-up rate when using 
bolt rigs. Plus, I lose far too many fish, and I attribute both these things 
to blunt hooks.  With live maggots on the hook, I automatically get to 
check the hook point every time I re-bait (i.e. nearly every cast), but I 
keep forgetting to check the point when using artificial baits - it’s amazing 
just how quickly they get blunt.  With four live maggots on a 16 hook, the maggots often 
protect the hook-point, but in contrast a hair leaves the hook point very exposed.

Many anglers deliberately cast one 
rod onto the feed and one rod off. 
I try to hit the two edges of the 

baited area, but even with 100% precision, it’s 
uncanny how often it’s a precise spot within 
the baited area that generates the bites. We’re 
all familiar with “all the fish came to the 
right-hand rod”, even when both rods have 
identical baits and rigs, and I’ve experienced 
many examples, e.g.:

• A misty flat-calm night at Monalty 
in 1982. Jimmy sat fishless, watching me 
accumulate 11 bream from the right hand 
edge of our joint-swim;
• St Patrick’s Day 1991, and revenge is 
sweet for Jimmy - he conjures out two ten-
pounders, fishing feeders at range in strong 
cross-winds.  I can only look on and think 
of sabotage, as my under-powered rods make 
accuracy a complete lottery. 

• August 1992, and Jimmy repeats 
his double-10 trick, with Brendan Doran’s 
hookbait untouched just three yards away 
(see Issue  3).  

  By relegating skill, watercraft, 
tactics, bait etc. so far down the list, I’m not 
downplaying their significance. I’m merely 
emphasising that they won’t matter if the 
location and the conditions aren’t right. 
But the conditions mightn’t be to blame for 
every single blank. With Jimmy essentially 

retired now, I’ve usually no-one else around 
to challenge my confident assertions (aka 
bullshit theories). So I remind myself what 
happened on 27th August 1983, at the NaGlack 
channel swim that had produced scores of 
bream in the previous weeks. My old friend 
Neil had arrived down from Belfast for a 
session, accompanied by a non-angler called 
Pat Doyle who had never heard of a bream, 
let alone seen one.
  At dawn Neil and I dutifully set 
a rod up for Pat to fish between us, crammed 
into a swim just three pallets wide. The baited 
area itself was just 10ft wide, 20 yards out. 

ABOVE
JIMMY WITH ONE OF TWO DOUBLES FROM 
PATRICK’S DAYS 1991, TAKEN ON LONG RANGE 
FEEDER TACTICS. I COULD ONLY LOOK ON 
AND TRY MY BEST WITH UNDER-POWERED 
RODS...

LEFT
AUGUST 1992 AND JIMMY REPEATS HIS 
DOUBLE-DOUBLE TRICK WHILST BRENDAN 
DORAN’S HOOKBAIT LAY UNTOUCHED JUST 
THREE YARDS AWAY!

9

10
11
12

13
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Five hours later, Neil and I remained biteless, 
and under normal circumstances there would 
have been no question  – the bream simply 
hadn’t turned up.  But Pat Doyle, the cuckoo 
in a very cramped nest, had caught five 
bream!  A chance remark later on from Pat 
revealed that he’d been unwittingly nicking 
a floating caster on alongside his bunch of 
maggots, and this had probably made all the 
difference.  That’s why we keep reading about 
the importance of “ringing the changes” for 
bream, but it takes real discipline to keep 
ringing the changes throughout a lengthy 
blank.
  We’re all used to enjoying the 
back-story to every successful capture, or 
multiple-capture, that we read about.  The 
captor lists the mix of pre-baiting ingredients, 
plus hookbait and rig that led to the downfall 
of the fish. But who’s to say that they mightn’t 
have done even better with less pre-bait, or 
a different hookbait or rig? We automatically 
ascribe their success to their uncanny knack 
of making all the right choices, but maybe 
those choices were just “good-enough” 
choices, rather than optimal choices?  Maybe 
it was Bill Collins’ falling barometer that had 
the fish queuing up to impale themselves on 
the hook, or leap Russ-Abbot style into the 
angler’s arms!   
  We mustn’t forget either that 
there is often a classic circular argument used 
in relation to successful baits. I recall the 
eye-popping big bream caught at Queenford 
in the mid-1980s – all caught on lobworm, 
which you simply had to use (allegedly). So 
everyone used lobworm, and unsurprisingly, 
all the fish were caught on lobworm. In my 
case, 80-90% of my fish have been caught on 
maggots, which I used [ahem] 80-90% of the 
time.  On the rare occasions when they’re 
really having it, they’ll take whatever you 
throw at them. Forget bite detection – they’ll 
crawl up the rod and pull you into the lake!
  I’ll sign off with one final 

anecdote. Such is my obsession, I’ve done 
some hair-raising and downright dangerous 
things in my time, just to get fishing. I 
shudder when I think back to the summer 
when I used to climb, fully-laden with gear, 
across a fallen tree that spanned a deep-sided 
ditch, just to get to a lake I was convinced 
must hold big bream. I got into the habit of 
clambering across this tree in the dark, 10ft 
above the bottomless black mud. If I’d slipped, 
no-one would have heard me scream, and 
any search party wouldn’t have known where 
to start looking. Years later, I’d been baiting 
up a different lake, anticipation building 
with each visit, only for a flood of biblical 

proportions to intervene.  My boat was now 
out of reach - chained to a tree trunk and 
almost submerged, with its rim flush with 
the surface in 8 feet of water.  Worse still, the 
padlock was out of sight 2 feet underwater, 
and near impossible to locate through the 
sunken branches.  In desperation I used a 
blow-up child’s dinghy to reach the boat, 

“ We’re all used to enjoying the back-story to every 
successful capture that we read about... But who’s 
to say that they mightn’t have done even better with 
less pre-bait, or a different hookbait or rig? ”

followed by nearly an hour trying to locate 
the padlock and then manoeuvre the tiny key 
into it without dropping it – all the while, my 
arm getting numb in the cold water, and the 
damp spreading from my rolled-up sleeves 
to the rest of my clothes.  It took an eternity, 
but it worked. 
  And the following morning, 
with the sun shining and the floodwaters 
starting to recede, I was joined in that boat 
by a beautiful bream of 11lbs 13oz (left).

Thanks for reading. I hope it helps you in 
your search for a dream bream.

CC
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Jason Nash

Jason Nash & friends
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Nocturnal escapades for Sea trout with 
a fly rod in hand are one of the 
highlights of summer game fishing in 

Ireland. Few angling experiences can match 
the adrenaline one feels as a Sea trout 
wallops a fly when it comes around in the 
streams current. The take is unmistakable 
and even from a small half pounder feels 
like a bolt of energy surging up your arm. 
 
 Coastal dwelling Sea trout begin 
to abandon the rich feeding grounds off 
Ireland and enter freshwater from as early 
as late February. Small in numbers, fishing 
during the night at this time of year can be 
a very chilly affair. Depending on weather 
and water conditions, fishing in earnest 
commences in late spring and early 
summer. Most rivers receive their peak 
runs of Sea trout in June, July and August 
but if the water is low and the weather 
is settled, it pays to check the river from 
April onwards. 
 
 For those new to Sea trout fly 
fishing at night time, the idea may be a 
very daunting one. Waltzing down to a 
river completely unknown to you in the 
middle of the night is not the best idea in 
the world! However, prevailing conditions 
for this type of fishing mean that one 
can plan ahead during daylight hours. 
The saying ‘failing to plan is planning to 
fail’ could not ring truer for the Sea trout 
enthusiast. A day time reconnaissance 

enables fishermen to locate shoals of Sea 
trout, wading areas, pool entry/exit points 
and pool topography. Failing to establish 
these elements will lead to a fruitless and 
possibly treacherous fishing experience. 
 
 The best places to fish for Sea 
trout on rivers are usually the upper tidal 

reaches and the lower few miles of river 
above the tide. If fishing an estuary, wait 
for the tide to be fully out on the pool 
you are fishing as fish will still be restless. 
Any disturbance to them may ruin the 
pool for the night. Sea trout by nature 
are shy creatures and this is reflected in 
the areas they most like to rest. Shady 
pools with overhanging branches for 
cover and shelter are a favourite. Water 
depth also acts as a form of cover and 
shoals tend to congregate in the deeper 
parts of pools, as well as just off the 
head and tail. As darkness descends, fish 
become more active and you’ll notice an 

increase in surface activity. Sea trout, as 
well as salmon, migrate under the cover 
of darkness and it is the head and tail of 
pools which will offer the best chance of 
sport. Fish the areas where you noted fish 
during your day time examination, but also 
fish the shallows of pools upstream as this 
is where fish will briefly rest up before 
moving on. 

 Equipment for Sea trout fishing can 
be kept to a minimum. There is little need 
to have a vast array of rods and lines as 
most fishing is done when the water is 
low. A single handed 9 or 10 foot rod with 
an AFTM  rating between 5 and 8 is ideal. 
With regards to fly line, a floater will cover 
99% of situations and favourable fishing 
conditions. A slow sink tip or intermediate 

THE SUN HAS SET ON A WARM SUMMER’S EVENING. THE WIND HAS DROPPED 
TO A WHISPER, THE SKY IS MASKED WITH A LIGHT FILM OF GREY CLOUD AND 
WATER HEIGHT IS AT A SUMMER LOW LEVEL AS A HIGH PRESSURE SYSTEM HAS 
SETTLED OVER THE COUNTRY. WALKING DOWN TO THE WATER’S EDGE, BATS 
CAN BE SEEN WHIRRING OVERHEAD AS THEY CHASE FLIES IN THE STILL AIR. 
THE FAR SIDE OF THE RIVER HAS BECOME DISTINCTLY DIFFICULT TO FOCUS 
ON AS THE LAST OF THE EVENING LIGHT HAS FADED AWAY FOR ANOTHER DAY. 
AT THE HEAD OF A POOL A FISH VALIANTLY LEAPS THREE FEET INTO THE AIR, 
TRYING ITS BEST TO SHAKE THE NIGGLING SEA LICE FROM ITS BODY. A SCENE 
IS SET… THE SEA TROUT HAVE ARRIVED AND IT’S TIME TO START FLY FISHING!

“ THE SAYING “FAILING TO PLAN IS PLANNING 
TO FAIL” COULD NOT RING TRUER FOR THE 
SEA TROUT ENTHUSIAST

DID YOU KNOW?
AFTM stands for Association of 

Fishing Trade Manufacturers and 
is the standard used to rate fly 

lines based on their weight. The 
heavier the line, the higher the 

AFTM number (#). Ideally, 
line AFTM should match that of a rods.

Locating shoals of sea trout in daylight makes it all 
the more easier to catch them when darkness falls
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line is also useful for fishing when the 
water is higher, cold in temperature or 
you’re fishing slightly deeper water. Double 
taper lines are great for more delicate 
presentation but I prefer weight forward 
lines for easier shooting of line, effortless 
roll casting in tight situations and less false 
casting which reduce the likelihood of wind 
knots. 
 
 Although Sea trout are wary 
creatures which demand finesse when 
approaching them, leaders need not be 
too light. Eight pound fluorocarbon is a 

perfect all-rounder. Lighter line increases 
the risk of tangling and may not be able to 
turn over bigger flies and tubes efficiently. 
Going up the scale, I wouldn’t go above 
twelve pound line. Flies to choose from and 
their colouration more or less fall into two 
categories; bright and dark. Brighter flies 
with silver bodies tend to work better on 
brighter nights and the opposite is true for 
darker nights. Actual fly choice is a matter 
of personal preference but some rivers 
have their favourites and some years see 
Sea trout targeting a particular pattern 
more so than others. A few patterns 

“ A FEW PATTERNS I WOULDN’T BE WITHOUT 
ARE THE BLOODY BUTCHER, ALEXANDRA, TEAL 
BLUE AND SILVER, EXECUTIONER AND BIBIO

Returning a beautiful three pound plus Sea trout earlier 
this year which fell to an Alexandra fished on the dropper

A sneak peek at my box of wet flies 
which include some lures and tubes
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I wouldn’t be without are the Bloody 
Butcher, Alexandra, Teal Blue and Silver, 
Executioner and Bibio. Patterns are best 
tied on single hooks and small aluminium 
tubes. Hook sizes 8 and 10 work best in 
estuaries and the lower pools just above 
the tide, whereas size 12 and 14 work 
better the further upriver you venture. 
Kamasan B220 are a very nice, up-eyed 
hook and although intended for tying 
nymphs on, they look great when used for 
Sea trout patterns.  As for tubes, Veniards 
aluminium tubes between half an inch and 
one inch in length are perfect. 
 Leader and fly set up is a matter 

of personal choice and confidence in 
fishing ability. Many people fish a single 
fly whilst others fish two; one on the point 
and one on a dropper. Using any more 
than this offers little benefit and could 
lead to a tangle nightmares are made of! 
If you are new to this method of fishing 
then I would suggest sticking to casting 
a single fly in order to lower the chance 
of knotting up your leader. This does not 
in any way halve your chances of a fish! 
Once you have grasped the exercise of 
casting in the dark, then you can move 
onto using two flies. The dropper should 
be tied no more than three feet away 

“ THE MOST SUITABLE CONDITIONS ARE 
WARM, CLOUDY NIGHTS COINCIDING WITH 
LOW WATER. AVOID NIGHTS WHERE CLOUD IS 
TOTALLY ABSENT AS THEY ARE USUALLY TOO 
BRIGHT

Late spring and early summer are the 
best times to fish for big Sea trout
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from the point fly, on a leader length 
measuring nine foot or so. Precise length 
is not too important but do keep it shorter 
than the rod. A shorter leader, of 4 to 6 
feet, is better however on a sinking line. 
As a rule, use two flies of the same size 
or else tie the bigger, heavier fly on the 
point. This serves a multitude of purposes 
as it will aid turnover, enable the flies to 
be fished at more depth if a heavier tube 
is tied on the point and I personally find 
it more attractive to Sea trout. Watching 
two flies swing down the current, a Sea 
trout sees an item of prey being chased 
by a larger item prey and this excites the 
fish. This scenario stimulates the trout and 
nine times out of ten it will pounce on the 
dropper.
 
 The most suitable conditions 
conducive to successful fishing, as already 
mentioned, are warm, cloudy nights 

coinciding with low water. Avoid nights 
where cloud is totally absent as they are 
usually too bright. If you still intend to go 
out, fish areas with more trees which may 
provide added shelter from the moon and 
fish soon after dusk as the moon will not 
have risen yet. This is a narrow window 
of opportunity but could be the most 
productive. A clear night usually results 
in a reduction in air temperatures. This 
coupled with warmer water temperatures 
gives rise to the dreaded mist rolling up 
the river. It’s always worth a few extra 
casts when this occurs but most of the 
time the trout are put down and they are 
discouraged from taking our flies. 
  
 Next we must look at our 
approach to the river and tactics. 
If fishing a smaller river then do try 
to avoid wading wherever possible. 
Too much disturbance to a pool on a 

small river will scatter the 
sea trout and drastically 
reduce your chances of 
success. Fish off the bank 
if you can. On larger rivers, 
wading is usually necessary 
and is the only option to 
cover the water effectively. 
Begin the night by making 
short casts at the head of 
a pool, extending line every 
two casts until you’re covering 
the width of the river. In faster, 
uniform water a cast made at 45 
degrees is the norm and the flies 
are left to swing round in the 
current. A gentler pace calls for a 
squarer cast and a slow retrieve 
by using your non-casting hand. 
On very slow pools, the same 
retrieve may be used or else 
a figure of eight with varying 
speeds, until the correct one is 
found, pending the Sea trout’s 
reaction. 

 Finally, whilst preparing for 
your night out, make sure to 
have the following accessories 

in your possession; 
a red light torch as 
this doesn’t affect 
your night vision, a 
landing net which 
you can clip onto a 
D-ring or wear over 
your shoulder so 
fish can be easily 
landed, and a couple 
of pre-made leaders, 
ensuring that 
tangles are quickly 
overcome. Always 
exercise caution on 
the river bank at 
night time and fish 

with a friend or at least inform them you are going down to 
the river. Be mindful of other anglers and don’t wade about 
like a hippo! Keep the use of your torch to a minimum and 
always turn your back to the river as any light will frighten the 
cautious Sea trout. Most importantly, enjoy your night out and 
if you are aware of the stock status on your chosen fishery 
being low, do exercise catch and release (on the bigger trout 
especially) as most Sea trout are female and carry valuable 
eggs to propagate the next generation of this wonderful and 
mysterious fish.

JN

JASON’S 

TOP SEA 

TROUT 

TIPS

The head & tail of pools offer your best chance of a sea trout

Whenever possible always look over your chosen water in daylight, 
noting where the fish are resting up

A 9-10ft #5-8 rod & floating line will cover 99% of your fishing

Don’t fish too light a leader, 8lb fluorocarbon is perfect

Start off with a single fly, progressing onto a point and dropper 
once your casting in the dark improves

Fish a bigger, heavier fly on the point to aid line turnover

Warm, cloudy (dark) nights with low water conditions are best

Avoid wading where possible, especially on smaller rivers

Be prepared for darkness. Have a red LED headlight, landing net 
clipped onto your back & pre-tied leaders at the ready

Another coat of varnish and these are ready to go. 
Experimenting with traditional patterns and tweaking 
them to your own tastes can reap improved rewards

Sea trout are a beautiful fish, 
as I’m sure you’ll agree
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VISIT US:
Unit D,
Southgate,
Cork St.
Dublin 8

EMAIL US:
info@southsideangling.ie

CALL US:
01-4530266

Find us on FOR ALL YOUR 
FISHING NEEDS!

Hover over product 
to see prices & click/

tap to buy!

ONLINE SHOP is now 
LIVE!

Our 

awaited

eagerly
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THE DIARY OF A FISHING 
FANATIC

I’M SURE YOUR ALL FAMILIAR 
WITH THIS FAMOUS QUOTE 
FROM SAMUEL GOLDWYN - “I’M 
A GREAT BELIEVER IN LUCK, THE 
HARDER I WORK THE MORE LUCK 
I SEEM TO HAVE” WHILE THERE IS 
UNDOUBTEDLY A LOT OF TRUTH TO 
THIS, HOW MUCH TRUTH REMAINS 
TO BE SEEN. EITHER WAY, I DO 
KNOW THAT I HAVE NOT BEEN 
SHORT OF IT SINCE YOU LAST 
HEARD FROM ME!

ollowing on from my last diary 
entry, I had decided to head 

south to pay a visit to the infamous 
“Lough” in Cork City to try my 
hand for a carp or two. I arrived 
late afternoon to meet two anglers 
packing up, and following a brief 
chat I was informed the place was 
fishing quite slowly. But, with it 
being late April and with conditions 
so changeable I wasn’t too worried. 
I knew I had 12, maybe 18 hours 
to try and winkle one out and so I 
began to prep’ the rods. With my 
two rods positioned accordingly 

I sat back to 
relax and take 
in my urban 
surroundings 
on this 
beautiful Spring evening. Things 
seemed quiet and the anglers 
across the way informed me they 
had yet to catch. To be honest I was 
just happy to be out.
 I was joined later on by none 
other than the Editor (Bill Brazier) 
who was in the area and dropped 
by for a chat. I think it’s fair to say 
that he knows the place better 

than most and with a few pearls of 
advice it wasn’t long until one of 
my Delkim’s burst into life. After a 
spirited fight my first ever mirror 
carp was in the net. A fully scaled 
mirror Bill informed me. Not a big 
fish but I was delighted to be off 
the mark, and to a new variety as 
such, as well. We talked fishing 
for some time (as you do!) while 
watching the carp taking flies off 

Above

The stereotypical Irish spring day - four 
seasons, all at once!

Right

It may have been small but I was delighted 
with my first fully scaled mirror from the Lough

By Karl Bohan
Photography by Karl Bohan 
& friends
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“ Somewhat unfamiliar with the surrounding waters I 
turned to the ever reliable Google Maps. “This will have 
to do” I thought. A gamble, sure, but you can’t catch fish 
sitting at home!

the surface, a lovely spectacle 
to behold. Soon the clouds 
dispersed and the glittering canvas 
revealed itself, as the temperature 
plummeted and the night grew dark 
and still. Bill headed on his way 
and I recast the two rods before 
readying my sleeping chamber.
 Lady Luck intervened once 
again and between the hours of 12 
and 3am I had no less than eleven 
runs resulting in seven more fish, 
with three weighing between 12 
and 15lbs. A mixture of commons 
and mirrors. At 3am I took the 
rods in. I felt there was no need 
in being greedy as I had been 
gifted enough sport, and I badly 
needed some sleep! When morning 
broke I admired the carp sunning 
themselves in the crisp April air but 
decided not to wet a line, and was 
on the road by 8:30am, very happy 
with my time spent in the rebel 
county.

MAY 

Believe it or not, I don’t consider 
myself a specimen hunter, rather 
a pleasure angler, but the allure 
of seeing one of them big hybrids 
slip over the net had haunted my 
dreams since the capture of my PB 
back in early April (see last issue). 
I was en route back to that swim. I 
arrived late afternoon on the Friday 
after finishing work only to see 
another angler fishing there. My 
heart sank. But rather than being 
spiteful I approached him for a chat 
to see how he was getting on. He 
was a Belfast angler who beat me 
to the swim by just an hour and 
was staying put for three nights. 
A nice man, it must be said, but 
naturally I was disappointed. Just as 
I was leaving, I copped he was pike 
fishing. The pike had only spawned 
recently and I would personally 
have stopped fishing for them until 
the cooler months on fish welfare 

grounds... Oh well, each to their 
own I guess. I wished him luck and 
headed back up the field to the van 
to formulate a new plan. Somewhat 
unfamiliar with the surrounding 
waters I turned to the ever reliable 
Google Maps. A quick scan and I 
found one not too far away where 
I had heard there were bream 
present. “This will have to do” I 
thought. A gamble, sure, but you 
can’t catch fish sitting at home!
 Upon arrival at this new water 
I set up a rod and proceeded to 
plumb around, as you do, to see 
what was what. After an hour or so 
I had found a likely bream area, or 
so I thought anyway. A 14ft deep 
trench with 6-8ft deep plateaus 
either side. 10 kilos of bait was 
mixed and dispersed via the spomb 
to the relevant area. To some this 

may seem 
like a lot of 
bait but when 
trying to draw 
a shoal of 
bream and 
hold them 
it’s actually 
not a lot at 
all. I always 

envisage that the smaller shoal 
species who are usually first on the 
scene (i.e. usually roach) will clear 
up a lot of it and draw the larger 
fish in the process. Two bolt rigs 
were then positioned accordingly 
at 65yards into the trench. One 
being a helicopter style worm/
corn cocktail, and the other being 
boilies on an inline lead setup. It 
was hard not to feel optimistic as 

Left

11 runs, 7 fish and 3 over 12lb from a night 
of madness at the Lough in Cork City meant 
I was more than happy to pack up early and 
head home!

Right

Disaster struck when my hybrid swim was 
taken! I found a lake nearby instead, fished it 
for bream and caught them along with some 
cracking perch! Luck again or reward for not 
sulking and giving up?
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a low pressure system moved in to 
abruptly end the sustained period 
of high we had been experiencing. 
The clouds rolled in and hung 
low to the ground. The stench 
of humidity gripped the air. A 
strengthening SW wind was almost 
blowing straight at me. I soaked up 
the atmosphere in my swim whilst 
scanning the water as always.
 It wasn’t long before the 
shrill of my alarm refocused my 
attention. Plucking on the bobbin 

was met with a gentle strike, and 
there was something pulling back, 
thankfully. It didn’t feel big but 
it was a start. To my amazement 
a beautiful perch, fanning his 
dorsal, broke the surface. He was 
soon guided over the net and I 
punched the air with delight. 1lb 
9oz and taken on a 10mm boilie 
tipped with maggots. A first for 
everything I guess! Not a monster 
but very welcome all the same. 
I immediately chopped some 

worm and mixed it with soil and 
crushed casters. Half a spomb of 
this mixture was delivered at once 
to keep them feeding, as I knew 
he wouldn’t be alone. I changed 
the inline rig over to a heli’- style 
maggot feeder. I then trimmed 
down a pop-up boilie and threaded 
it onto the shank of the hook 
before nicking on a few worms. This 
would pop the worms up invitingly 
and hopefully incite a response. 
Luckily I didn’t have to wait long 
and again my alarm was sounding. 
Five perch in quick succession, 

ranging between 1lb 4oz and 
1lb 14oz, fell to the worms. But 
just as quickly they disappeared. 
Nevertheless, I was delighted and 
I’ll definitely be back to target them 
more specifically in the future. 
Watch this space!
 Dusk had descended and it 
became evident that the resident 
bream had found the spread of 
goodies I had laid on for them. The 
line bites were almost constant. 
There was a time this would have 

driven me mad. Not anymore 
though, as I quite enjoy it now 
because I know sooner or later 
they usually get their heads down. 
And soon enough a laboured flat 
liner was met with resistance. 
A surprisingly good scrap and a 
bream of roughly 5lb slipped over 
the net. A spomb-full of goodies 
to keep them occupied and a 
recast followed. It’s important 
when catching shoal-sized bream 
to keep the bait going in as they’ll 
soon vacate your swim otherwise. 
I managed maybe a further seven 
or eight fish, all between 4-6lbs, 
before winding in to get some 
sleep. I rose early and opted to 
use the quiver tip along with a 
“sleeper” bolt rig to the side. 
First cast and the tipped pulled 
right around. I decided to set up 
the keep net (modern soft mesh 
and fish friendly, of course) and I 
slipped this one in. A further five or 
six bream followed before hunger 
took over and I needed to stop 
and refuel! The sun was getting up 
behind me and I knew my time was 
limited, but luck shone favourably 
on me once more and the sound 
of my sleeper rod alarm signalled 
the return of the perch! I quickly 
finished my breakfast and cast the 
feeder rod back out with a juicy 
worm on it. Several more nice 
perch succumbed to the ball of 
worms suspended off the bottom, 
and again all were over a pound, 

“ It was hard not to feel optimistic as a low pressure system moved in to abruptly 
end the sustained period of  high we had been experiencing. The clouds rolled in 
and hung low to the ground. The stench of  humidity gripped the air.

Left

Not bad for a morning’s feeder fishing 
anywhere, let alone a lake I had never even 
fished before!
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with the biggest being 1lb 14oz 
again. I finished up with eleven 
perch and maybe 70lb of bream. 
For a venue I had never been to 
before I considered this a good 24 
hours fishing. Lady Luck was on my 
side once more, it seemed!

I could hardly contain my optimism. 
I had just endured another week of 
dreams haunted so vividly by huge 
bream and hybrids. But thankfully 
the time had arrived and I was 
travelling back to the scene of my 
still unbelievable hybrid exploits a 
few weeks previous. To my delight 
there wasn’t a sinner to be seen 
and I quickly staked my claim. With 
trembling hands and a racing mind 
I mixed the bait and prepped the 
rods. Spring had well and truly 
arrived. The hedgerows were a 
mass of thick green leaves and the 
banks sprinkled with wildflowers. 
The swallows swarmed above the 
water’s surface, feeding heavily, 
and as the late spring light began 
to fail, I caught a glimpse of this 
year’s cygnets cloaked in the safety 
of the reeds. The silhouettes of 
the round bales were stretched 
out in the shaved meadows as the 
sun cast its last rays of light. Dusk 
had descended and the land grew 

still. I don’t ever recall feeling as 
optimistic. The clouds rolled in 
once again and sealed the warm 
air below its velvet quilt. It was 
15°c and the air pressure had just 
dropped into the 990s. You could 
feel the electricity in the air but 
a drop back bite to the boilies 
resulted in nothing but fresh air! 
Disappointing, yet an encouraging 
start. A recast and a tidying away 
of the gear followed before sitting 
down to relax with a beer and drink 
in the atmosphere.
 Two mouthfuls later and my 
boilies were picked up again. I 
suspected a tench to be the culprit 
but once I lifted in I wasn’t so 
sure. There were no aggressive 
headshakes like you get with tench, 
rather a series of erratic runs and 
thrashing about near the 
surface. Whatever 
it was, I knew 
it was a good 
fish and soon 
enough I slid 
the net under 
another big 
hybrid. My heart 
was racing. I allowed 
her to rest up in the 
water while I prepared 
the sling and zeroed the 

scales. The mist-shrouded beam 
from my headlamp illuminated 
the dial which stopped dead at 
6lb 9oz. I was in shock! The rods 
had only been out two hours and 
now another personal best! I was 
overjoyed. I sacked her up and after 
recasting I sat down to take it all 
in. Other than a stray tench at 4am 
all was quiet. I emerged at 6am to 
recast and was met with squally 
rain than stung 
my face. I took 
a few snaps 
of my prize 
and on closer 
inspection 
realised that this 
fish was actually 

a repeat capture of my PB hybrid 
from a few weeks back. She looked 
a lot better condition-wise, and 
other than a slight deformity on 
her tail I never would have guessed 
it was the same fish. It’s amazing 

how through 
conditioning these 
fish change in 
appearance. I must 

admit I felt a little 

Left

I was fortunate enough to land another huge 
roach x bream hybrid once I got back to “the” 
swim. All 6lb 9oz of it, albeit a recapture from 
a few weeks previously

“ The mist-shrouded beam from my headlamp illuminated 
the dial which stopped dead at 6lb 9oz. I was in shock! 
Another personal best!
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disappointed, but I guess it shows 
that through correct handling 
these marvellous fish can continue 
unscathed.
 At 5pm I was graced with 
the presence of one of the best 
bream anglers this country has 
ever produced. He happened to be 
passing by and dropped in when 
he seen someone fishing. After 
maybe an hour of awe-inspired 
stories and pictures he was gone 
again, but he left a lasting imprint 

on me. I redoubled 
my efforts and left 
nothing to chance. 
Again as darkness 
crept in I could feel 
the electricity building 
in the air. Again, 
optimism levels were 
through the roof. A warm 
breeze had the water 
gently lapping along 
my shoreline and 
again it was overcast 
and warm. I re-baited as 
accurately as I could and set 
the traps once more. Within 

moments of dusk encroaching the 
bobbins began to dance. Surely 
shoals of smaller fish grubbing 
eagerly around the swim, I thought. 
I knew with one PB in the bag 
already anything more now would 
be a huge bonus, but faith was to 
play a part once more.
 At precisely 22:19 my caster 
T-rig was picked up and line began 
peeling from the spool. I was on it 
quickly and lifted into yet another 
good fish at distance. I immediately 

thought “big hybrid”... And after 
a tense battle my suspicions were 
confirmed as yet another big 
hybrid slipped over the net. I had 
to pinch myself. Ridiculously, this 
one looked even bigger than the 
last. Once again, I gave her time 
to recover as I prepped the sling 
and scales. My mind was racing 
and in truth I thought to myself 
“this fish is surely over 7lbs”, 
but as I’ve said before the scales 
don’t lie and once I offered her 
up they stopped dead on 6lb 8oz. 
I was obviously thrilled but a tiny 

part of me was disappointed that 
she wasn’t as heavy as her frame 
suggested. Perhaps if I had caught 
her a week earlier the scales would 
have told a different story. A brace 
of 6lb+ hybrids a few weeks before 
was unthinkable for me, let alone 
four of them, and so I came to my 
senses and thanked my lucky stars 
that I had been gifted with these 
amazing fish. My head was in a 
daze. I sacked her up till daylight 
and tried to take it all in. For me at 
this point, these are truly fish of a 
lifetime. >>

Left

The girth of the 6lb 9oz was simply 
incredible! 

Right

It was dream land again as another 
huge hybrid slipped over the net. The 
huge frame on this fish suggested it was 
my biggest ever but it went 6lb 8oz. 
Truly the fish of a lifetime.

“ I lifted into yet another good fish at distance. I immediately 
thought big hybrid... And after a tense battle my suspicions 
were confirmed as yet another big hybrid slipped over the net
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 I’d like to tell you the drama 
ended there... but it didn’t, and at 
midnight another screaming run 
resulted in a fecking bootlace eel! 
That put the tin hat on it altogether 
now I thought, but I was wrong. At 
4am I was awoken to my receiver 
warbling and I ran out into a 
heavy shower to - you guessed it 
- another bootlace eel! I thought 
things couldn’t get any worse but 
they did, as the eel dropped 
off as I grappled with 
him and slithered 
in under my 
groundsheet. 
So, in the 
pitch dark 
and pouring 
rain, I had a game 
of cat and mouse, 
moving my bed and 
gear around to try and 
rid my tent of this eel.  
Finally he had enough 
and headed on his way 
none the worse for wear. 
 The following morning 
I admired my hybrid and 
took a few snaps, before saying 
goodbye to let her hopefully grow 

bigger. I had begun to pack away 
my gear, readying myself for home, 
when once more my alarm sounded 
some interest. I lifted into it and 
soon a respectable roach of 1lb 8oz 
was in the net. I quickly put on a 
bunch of maggots and recast and 

amazingly another roach of 1lb 
12oz was soon landed. This fish was 
followed by another at 1lb 10oz 
and then, as if things couldn’t get 
any better, my double boilie rig was 
picked up and soon another, even 
bigger roach crossed the safety of 

the net. This one looked like it had 
swallowed a golf ball. The needle of 
the scales swung to a very honest 
1lb 15oz, so close to the magic “2”. 
I was delighted as it had broken my 
previous best by an ounce -another 
PB in the bag! I was absolutely 
thrilled. I left with my head in the 
clouds and felt truly privileged to 
have been granted such excellent 
fishing. Probably my best coarse 
session to date.

All good things must come to an 
end, they say, and unfortunately 
that spelled the end of my fishing 
for some time as work and family 
life (aka reality) took the front seat, 
and for the remainder of May and 
the entire month of June I never 
got out! I missed out on the peak 
tench season but given my good 
run (Ed: that’s an understatement!) 
from March to mid-May I couldn’t 
really complain too much. I 
managed a solitary overnighter in 
very late June but the Tench had 
already spawned. I still had some 

Right

As if the fishing couldn’t get any better, it did! 
I had a run of big roach topped off by this 
pristine 1lb 15oz fish

top Right

I can’t imagine a better conditioned redfin
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great sport, with 15 or so tench 
caught in under 24 hours. 
 I’m away to Vancouver in 
mid-July with my family to visit 
my sister who is living there, and 
have booked a day trip to the 
mighty Fraser River to tackle its 
world-famous sturgeon. Plenty to 
look forward to. Other than that 
I’m most likely going to focus my 
spare time on trying to up my 
current bream PB, which I think 
needs attention so I’m expecting 
lots of blanks in the coming 
months! It’s been said that luck is 
what happens when preparation 

meets opportunity. I know for sure 
that I’ll be fully prepared if the 
opportunities arise. As Oscar Wilde 
once said,

 

I’ll leave you on that note. Thank 
you for reading and good luck 
chasing your dreams

KB

beLow

Sadly I missed peak tench season but I still 
had some nice fishing, post-spawning in late 
June. I love tinca’s!

“ To live is the rarest 
thing in the world, most 
people exist, that is all

Find us on

Find us at

1 Friars Mill rd.,
Mullingar

ALL the top brands, for ALL types of fishing

Tel: 044-9301133

open till 4pm every sunday!
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ANGLING TRUST VIDEO BATTLE
The Angling Trust Video Battle (ATVB) – run in conjunction with 
Fishinginfo.co.uk – is calling for anglers to get creative by shooting 
and editing their own short fishing video to compete with other 
battlers to win fabulous tackle prizes worth hundreds of pounds.

All that competitors have to do is shoot a video about anything 
related to angling. It can be funny, artistic, educational, theatrical, 
the nature of fishing, a prize catch, a favourite venue, a chat about 
fishing with a bunch of mates … anything!

Videos should be no longer than three minutes and there will be two 
categories for entrants – under 17’s and over 17’s.

Completed videos must be received no later than Wednesday August 
31st 2016. Entries will be showcased on the Fishinginfo YouTube 
channel in September – and then the battle is on!

Each battler can then share and publicise their video on their own 
social media accounts and platforms and the four most-viewed 
videos will compete in the Video Battle final along with one lucky 
wildcard battler chosen by Angling Trust Ambassadors Carl & Alex.

The winning videos will be chosen by a panel of celebrity angling 
judges in early October.

£100s OF PRIZES PROVIDED BY:

For the full lowdown on rules, prizes & to get 
the entry form just check out

ATVBVIDEOBATTLE.NET
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Casting a new eye on angling

Like the mag? 
Then give us a like!

Thanks for reading...

https://www.facebook.com/offthescaleangling
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